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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Indian Claims Commission has been asked to inquire into whether the 
Government of Canada properly rejected the treaty land entitlement claim of 
the Kahkewistahaw First Nation. The general issue considered by the Commis- 
sion was whether Canada set aside enough reserve land for Kahkewistahaw 
under the terms of Treaty 4. The unusual facts of the case, however, required 
us to cia@ the process by which those individuals entitled to be counted in 
establishing a band's treaty land entitlement are identified. More particularly, 
we were required to determine the date as of which a band's treaty land 
entitlement is to be calculated, and the appropriate treaty annuity paylist to 
use as the starting point in actually calculating that entitlement. 

Kahkewistahaw adhered to Treaty 4 in 1874, and, in the ensuing seven 
years, surveyors were sent out on three separate occasions to survey a 
reserve for the First Nation. William Wagner surveyed an area of 41,414 acres 
in 1876, but neither party contended that this survey should form the basis of 
calculating Kahkewistahaw's treaty land entitlement. The evidence shows that 
the First Nation never lived on or used the land surveyed by Wagner, and thus 
never accepted this land as its reserve. 

Allan Poyntz Patrick and his assistant, William Johnson, were commis- 
sioned in 1880 to survey the reserves of those bands desiring them. 
Kahkewistahaw requested that a reserve be surveyed for his people, but, 
although Patrick's correspondence indicates that survey work was done, no 
plan of survey documenting these efforts has ever been located. The Commis- 
sion concluded that Patrick and Johnson started, but likely did not complete, 
the survey of hkhkewistahaw's reserve in 1880. 

Finally, in 1881, John C. Nelson surveyed the two areas that were eventu- 
ally confirmed by Order in Council on May 17, 1889, as Kahkewistahaw 
Indian Reserves (IR) 72 and 72A. IR 72 comprised 73 square miles (46,720 
acres) located roughly 130 kilometres east of Regina on the south shore of 
the Qu'Appeue River between Crooked Lake and Round Lake. When com- 
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pared to the land that the expert witnesses speculated had been surveyed by 
Patrick and Johnson the previous year, Nelson's survey added or substituted 
an area of 20 to 25 square miles. The reasons given by Nelson for including 
this area were to provide the First Nation with timber, access to the 
Qu'AppeUe River, and agricultural land on which it had already commenced 
fattning. Nelson also surveyed IR 72A containing 96 acres on the north shore 
of Crooked Lake to provide the First Nation with access to a productive fish- 
ery. In total, Kahkewistahaw received 46,816 acres of land, sufficient for 365 
people under the Treaty 4 formula of 128 acres per person. 

The complicating factor in this context was the First Nation's wildly fluctu- 
ating population during the relevant period. According to the treaty annuity 
paylists, the number of people paid with Kahkewistahaw grew from 65 in the 
year of treaty to 266 in 1876, 376 in 1879 and 430 in 1880. The population 
then fell sharply to 186 in 1881 and 160 in 1882, before rebounding to 274 
in 1883. 

The evidence indicates that these were vety difficult times for Kahkewis- 
tahaw and other bands in the Qu'AppeUe Valley. Many Indian people were 
unsure whether their futures were best assured by maintaining their tradi- 
tional nomadic way of life or by converting to agriculture. In 1881 large 
numbers of people migrated from the reserves to the Cypress HiUs to pursue 
the buffalo, but by 1882 the federal government was actively discouraging 
Indians from remaining in the area. Although some people - notably 
Nekaneet and his followers - remained in the Cypress Hills, the federal gov- 
ernment in 1883 refused to continue paying treaty annuities there, and many 
Indians returned to the reserves. 

KAHKEWISTAHAW F I R S  NATION'S POSITION 

It was in the context of this background that Kahkewistahaw submitted its 
claim for outstanding treaty land entitlement to Canada on May 20, 1992. The 
First Nation claimed that it settled on its reserve in late August or early Sep- 
tember 1880 and that the survey process, even if not completed in 1880, was 
at least commenced that year. Arguing that Canada and a band would have to 
assess the size and location of the reserve before the survey actually took 
place, Kahkewistahaw submitted that the most appropriate date for calculat- 
ing a band's treaty land entitlement is the date on which the reserve lands 
were selected, and not the date on which the survey was completed. 

The First Nation also contended that the most appropriate treaty annuity 
"base paylist" to use in calculating the entitlement is either the paylist imme- 
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diately preceding the date of entitlement, or the paylist on which it can be 
shown that the surveyor actually relied in fixing the area of land to be sur- 
veyed. Regardless of whether the selection of land took place in 1880 or 
1881, the First Nation argued that the selection occurred before the payment 
of treaty annuities on August 4, 1881, and that the appropriate base paylist is 
therefore the paylist of July 18, 1880. 

Finally, Kahkewistahaw submitted that it had substantiated its treaty land 
entitlement claim on "the same or substantially the same basis" as the 
neighbouring Cowessess and Ochapowace First Nations, and thereby qualified 
to have its claim validated and settled under the terms of the 1992 Saskatche- 
wan Treaty Land Entitlement Framework Agreement (the Framework Agree- 
ment). Ochapowace is an "Entitlement Band as defined in the agreement, 
and both Ochapowace and Cowessess have settled their outstanding treaty 
land entitlement claims. 

CANADA'S POSITION 

Canada submitted that it is not possible to assess whether a given band's 
treaty land entitlement has been fulfilled until it receives land which is capa- 
ble of being termed a "reserve." The survey work in 1880 by Patrick and 
Johnson did not satisfy this criterion because it did not result in the creation 
of a reserve. 

Even if it might be maintained that the date of selection is the appropriate 
date for calculating a band's treaty land entitlement, Canada argued that the 
selection in this case involved an ongoing process of negotiation, which 
resulted in significant changes by Nelson in 1881 to the land base chosen in 
1880. However, Canada also argued that it is more appropriate to use the 
date of first survey than the date of selection as the date for calculating treaty 
land entitlement, since it is not until a survey is completed that it can be 
determined whether the survey has been performed in accordance with treaty 
and is acceptable to both Canada and the band. Nelson's 1881 survey was 
clearly completed, but it was also accepted by Kahkewistahaw's people, who 
have continued to live on and use that land to the present day. They did not 
accept the suggested 1880 survey since they had already commenced farming 
on other land by the time Nelson arrived in 1881. 

With respect to the appropriate treaty annuity paylist to use as Kahkewis- 
tahaw's base paylist, Canada contended that the 1881 paylist represents the 
most reliable evidence of the First Nation's population at the date of first 
survey. Canada also argued that it would be inappropriate to use the 1880 
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paylist because doing so would result in a number of people who had 
migrated to the Cypress HiUs, and who had received their treaty land entitle- 
ment there, being counted twice for treaty land entitlement purposes. 

Regarding Kahkewistahaw's claim to be entitled to validation and settle- 
ment under the terms of the Framework Agreement, Canada argued that the 
First Nation is not a party to the agreement and therefore is not entitled to 
claim any benefit from it. 

SUMMARY OF POSlTIONS 

Although evidence was tendered showing the paylist population, absentees, 
arrears, and "late additions" (such as new adherents to treaty and transfers 
from landless bands) premised on an 1880 base paylist, neither party 
adduced any paylist analysis of "late additions" to the 1881 paylist. Subject to 
this caveat, the positions of the parties may be summarized as follows: 

Kahkewistahaw Canada 
(1880 base paylist) (1881 base paylist) 

Base payhst 430 186 
Absentees and arrears 22 III 

Total minus "late additions" & 256 
late additions l4i 

Total 597 

When it is considered that Kahkewistahaw received enough land for 365 
people, it is obvious that choosing one of these alternatives over the other 
spells the difference between a significant outstanding treaty land entitlement 
owed by Canada, if we adopt the First Nation's approach, and a finding that 
the Crown has completely discharged its treaty obligations to provide land to 
Kahkewistahaw, if we prefer Canada's interpretation. 

CONCLUSIONS 

To determine whether the claim is valid, the Commission has had to consider 
the following issues: 

1 What is the appropriate date for calculating Kahkewistahaw's treaty land 
entitlement? 

2 What is Kahkewistahaw's population for treaty land entitlement purposes? 
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3 Has the First Nation established, pursuant to Article 17 of the Saskatche- 
wan Treaty Land Entitlement Framework Agreement, an outstanding treaty 
land entitlement on the same or substantially the same basis as the Entitle- 
ment Bands, which are party to the Framework Agreement? 

Our findings are stated briefly below. 

Issue 1: Date for Calculating Treaty Land Entitlement 
Based on the principles of treaty interpretation which have been developed in 
the courts and applied to land entitlement issues in previous inquiries before 
the Commission, we conclude that, as a general principle, a band's popula- 
tion on the date of first survey shall be used to calculate treaty land entitle- 
ment. Because it is important to develop and apply a consistent set of princi- 
ples in relation to treaty land entitlement, we believe that we should not 
depart from the date of first survey as the standard except in unusual circum- 
stances that would otherwise result in manifest unfairness. 

The Commission sees nothing in the wording of Treaty 4 that would justify 
a different interpretation or approach to Gung the date on which Kahkewis- 
tahaw's treaty land entitlement should be calculated. A band's entitlement to 
reserve land arises upon the band signing or adhering to treaty, but the pro- 
cess of quantz3ing and locating the reserve is only triggered following a 
conference between the band and Canada's officers. However, it does not 
follow that the band's population on the date of selection should determine 
the size of the reserve. It is only when agreement or consensus is reached 
behveen the parties - by Canada agreeing to survey the land selected by the 
band, and by the band accepting that the survey has properly dehned the 
desired reserve -that the land as surveyed can be said to constitute a reserve 
for the purposes of treaty, and that the parties can be said to have agreed to 
treat it as such. It is on this date that the band's population must be assessed 
to determined whether Canada has satisfied its treaty obligation to the band. 

A completed survey verifies the precise location and size of a reserve, and 
is critical in measuring whether a band's treaty land entitlement has been 
hlfilled. A completed survey does not necessarily confirm, however, that the 
"first survey" of a band's reserve has occurred, particularly where the band 
rejects the lands as surveyed. The first survey can be identified by determin- 
ing whether the reserve was surveyed or located in conformity with the treaty, 
and whether the survey or allotment was acceptable to Canada and to the 
band. The band's acceptance is demonstrated by its members actually living 
on and using the reserve. If the reserve boundaries have been adjusted, as in 



the present case, then, in the words of the Office of the Treaty Commissioner, 
"it must be determined whether the adjustment really constituted a new sur- 
vey of a new reserve, or just a change in the boundaries of a reserve essen- 
tially in the same location." 

The evidence in this inquiry indicates that Patrick and Johnson com- 
menced but likely did not complete the survey of the Kahkewistahaw reserve 
in 1880. Even if that survey had been completed, the First Nation did not 
accept the suggested location of the reserve. Nelson's survey in 1881 added 
or substituted 20 to 25 square miles of land. When considered in light of the 
total area of 73 square miles surveyed for the Fiat Nation by Nelson, the new 
area represented approximately one-third of the size of the reserve. This sub- 
stantial "adjustment" in location was further enhanced by the nature of the 
additional land, which included frontage on the Qu'AppeUe River, timber, 
and the land already being farmed. 

We conclude, therefore, that the survey by Nelson was the true "first sur- 
vey" for Kahkewistahaw. Canada's acceptance cannot he doubted, for the sur- 
vey was eventually approved by Order in Council. Kahkewistahaw and his 
people accepted the reserve and have continued to live on and use it to the 
present day. The best evidence of the date of this first survey is the date on 
Nelson's survey plan: August 20, 1881. 

Issue 2: Kahkewistahaw's Treaty Land Entitlement Population 
The treaty paylist provides useful information regarding a band's population 
at the date of first survey, but it is simply a sta~tingpoint in determining the 
band's population for treaty land entitlement purposes. The paylist is an 
accounting of treaty annuities paid to individuals under a given chief, and not 
necessarily an accurate census of band membership. Paylist analysis is 
required to establish the band's actuul membership - including band mem- 
bers who were absent at the date of fist survey - and not simply the number 
of people who happened to be counted with the band in a given year. Since 
the base paylist is merely prima facie evidence which is subject to rebuttal, 
all available evidence that tends to establish or disprove the membership of 
certain individuals in the band should be considered and weighed. 

Kahkewistahaw argued that the appropriate "base paylist" to use as a start- 
ing point in treaty land entitlement calculations is the most recent paylist to 
which the surveyor would have had access in conducting his survey, or any 
other paylist on which it can be shown the surveyor actually relied. Whether 
the date of first survey was 1880 or 1881, Kahkewistahaw contended that the 
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1880 paylist was the appropriate "base paylist," since the First Nation main- 
tained the date of selection was the proper date of entitlement and that date 
arguably preceded the payment of annuities to Kahkewistahaw on August 4, 
1881. 

The Commission bas already stated its reasons for preferring the date of 
first survey to the date of selection. However, we also believe that the most 
reliable objective evidence of Kahkewistahaw's population as of the August 
20, 1881, date of Erst survey - and thus the appropriate "base paylist" - was 
the August 4, 1881, paylist, subject to adjustments for absentees and "late 
additions," such as new adherents to treaty and transferees from landless 
bands. 

Nelson may well have had access to this paylist when he completed his 
survey, but be likely relied on other information, such as earlier paylists, his 
discussions with the chief or Indian agent, and his own knowledge of the 
First Nation, in determining the size of the reserve. However, since the main 
question in this inquiry is whether Kahkewistahaw received sufficient treaty 
land, what Nelson actually did is less important than what Treaty 4 obliged 
him to do. In this case, his decision to survey enough land for 365 people 
actually worked to the benefit of the First Nation, since Treaty 4 required him 
only to provide land for 186, plus absentees and "late additions." 

We do not agree with Kahkewistahaw that a "fair, large and liberal con- 
struction [of Treaty 41 in favour of the Indians" requires us to adopt the First 
Nation's approach; the same approach may work to the detriment of another 
band in another case. A fair, large, and liberal interpretation should yield a 
consistent principle that can be applied in all cases, rather than yielding 
results that are consistent only because they are invariably to the benefit of 
First Nations. 

Therefore, if the 1881 base paylist is used as the starting point, the evi- 
dence shows that Kahkewistahaw had a population of 186, together with 70 
absentees and arrears, at the date of first survey. Since the paylist research 
was predicated on an 1880 date of fist survey, we do not have any reliable 
figures on the number of "late additions" to add to this preliminary total of 
256. For its claim to be validated, Kahkewistahaw must demonstrate that 
more than 109 new adherents or landless transfers have joined the First 
Nation since 1881. Unless such evidence is forthcoming, we conclude that 
Kahkewistahaw has not established an outstanding treaty land entitlement. 

We do not believe that we should make an exception in this case to the 
general rule that the date of first survey shall be used to calculate treaty land 
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entitlement. Such an exception is only to be made in unusual circumstances 
that might otherwise give rise to manifest unfairness. The evidence shows that 
Canada's officials conferred with Chief Kahkewistahaw and acted in good faith 
in setting aside a land base that, in accordance with the treaty, had river 
frontage, timber, and agricultural land for the First Nation's future needs. 

Finally, since we have concluded that the 1881 paylist provides the best 
evidence of the First Nation's date-of-first-survey population, the question 
whether certain individuals should be counted with Kahkewistahaw or 
Nekaneet has been rendered largely academic. However, even if we had pre- 
ferred the 1880 paylist, we may have had serious reservations about includ- 
ing individuals paid with Kahkewistahaw in 1880 but subsequently paid at 
Fort Walsh. With respect to those people who were paid only once with 
Kahkewistahaw, one must consider whether they had a sufficient connection 
or continuity of membership with the First Nation. All "connecting factors" 
must be taken into account, especially where there are competing equities 
for including a particular person as a member of one band or another. It 
must be remembered that those individuals who were not counted with 
Kahkewistahaw in 1881 were still eligible to be included in the First Nation's 
treaty land entitlement calculation as absentees or landless transfers, pro- 
vided that they were not counted with another band for treaty land entitle- 
ment purposes before rejoining Kahkewistahaw. 

Issue 3: Saskatchewan Framework Agreement 
The only basis upon which a band can establish an outstanding treaty land 
entitlement claim is in accordance with the legal obligations that flow from 
treaty. Section 17.03 of the Framework Agreement does not provide 
Kahkewistahaw with an independent basis for validation of its treaty land enti- 
tlement claim. It merely provides non-Entitlement Bands whose claims are 
subsequently accepted for negotiation by Canada with the opportunity to set- 
tle their claims in accordance with the Framework Agreement's principles of 
settlement. 

We find that Kahkewistahaw has not established an outstanding entitle- 
ment, and therefore section 17.03 creates no obligation upon Canada or Sas- 
katchewan to enter into a settlement with Kahkewistahaw in accordance with 
the Framework Agreement. Moreover, the circumstances of Cowessess and 
Ochapowace are distinguishable and do not afford Kahkewistahaw the basis 
for a claim to an outstanding treaty land entitlement. In any event, the real 
issue is not whether other cases have been decided differently, but whether 
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Kahkewistahaw has a proper claim for outstanding treaty land entitlement 
under the terms of Treaty 4. We have concluded that it does not. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Having found that the Kahkewistahaw First Nation has failed to establish that 
the Government of Canada owes an outstanding lawful obligation to provide 
land to the First Nation under treaty, under the principles enunciated by the 
Commission in the Fort McKay, Kawacatoose, and Lac La Ronge inquiries, or 
under the terms of the Saskatchewan Treaty Land Entitlement Framework 
Agreement, we therefore recommend to the parties: 

That the claim of the Kahkewistahaw First Nation with respect to 
outstanding treaty land entitlement not be accepted for negotiation 
under Canada's Specifrc Claims Policy. 



PART I 

INTRODUCTION 

BACKGROUND 

The inquiry that forms the subject matter of this report was convened at the 
request of the Kahkewistahaw First Nation1 The First Nation claims that 
Canada continues to owe it land under the terms of Treaty 4, whereas, in 
Canada's view, Kahkewistahaw has already received its full entitlement to 
treaty land. This inquiry requires the Indian Claims Commission (ICC) to 
clanfy the process by which individuals entitled to be counted in establishing 
a band's treaty land entitlement are identified.z 

Kahkewistahaw adhered to Treaty 4 on September 15, 1874. Under the 
terms of that treaty, Canada agreed to set aside reserves equal to one square 
mile (640 acres) for each family of five, or 128 acres for each member of 
the First Nation. The difficulty, however, is that the treaty does not state when 
or how a band's population should be counted for the purposes of calculat- 
ing the amount of land to be set aside as reserve for its collective use and 
benefit. 

Although a reserve of 41,414 acres was surveyed for the First Nation on 
the south side of Round Lake and the Qu'AppeUe River in 1876 by William 
Wagner, neither Canada nor the First Nation suggested that Kahkewistahaw's 
entitlement to treaty land should be measured with reference to that survey 
because Kahkewistahaw never settled on that particular parcel of land. In 
effect, that reserve was never accepted by the First Nation. 

1 ,UternaIiuely referred lo lhrouphout lhk repon as "K;l&e~islzhaw" or the "First Nation." 
! t ,r ,%;k<round .>n ihc d&cufi ruatc.1 o i~~r*m . a d  enullemenl see the t h r e  sdlquc repons r e l e w u  o% m: 

lnaivl iibm Coml!~ai~on mohlnq 1'1s F,rl >I;IC1! Fcrst Yatun. h w ~ c l l o b , e  Fu,l \auon in0  b: 12 Run~e 
1.11sw Rlnu lndlan i lam, l'ornm3ir.c.n F rr '4chi) fgrd %otwn RmmA r,tt fwo~t iandf,,r~llennzr lwucn ~~ 

(ouawa, December 1995). now repaned n p:~3 oiMiume 5 of !heIndian ~ l a i &  Commission ~loceeiin& 
(ICCP): Indian Claims Commission, ffil~ncoroose First iVatin Report n Treatj Land Enfitlmenf Inquiry 
(Onawa, March I%), now reported at ( 1 9 6 )  5 ICCP 73: and Indian Claims Commission, lac La Rmge 
Indian BmdReport on Twafy Land Enfitiement Inquiry (Ottawa, March 1996), now repaaed a1 (1196) 5 
ICCP 235. 
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Another survey of land farther west and with no frontage on the 
Qu'Appelle River was undertaken in 1880 by AUan Poyntz Patrick and his 
assistant, W i a m  Johnson, but it is not clear whether this survey was com- 
pleted. The following year, John C. Nelson surveyed and adjusted the reserve 
boundaries to include land being farmed by Kahkewistahaw band members, 
frontage on the Qu'AppeUe River, and timber land. Nelson's work in 1881 
resulted in the survey of Kahkewistahaw Indian Reserve (IR) 72, comprising 
an area of 73 square miles (46,720 acres) located roughly 130 kilometres 
east of Regina on the south shore of the Qu'Appelle River between Crooked 
Lake and Round Lake. IR 72 was adjoined on the east by the Ochapowace 
reserve (located on the site of the reserve surveyed for Kahkewistahaw by 
Wagner in 1876) and on the north and west by the Cowessess reserve. 

Since IR 72 had only river frontage, Nelson also surveyed a small reserve 
on the north shore of Crooked Lake to provide access to a productive fishery. 
When this reserve was later found to be swampy, Nelson substituted an area 
of 96 acres on the north side of Crooked Lake in 1884 as a separate f i s h g  
station for Kahkewistahaw. This area became known as IR 72A.j Comprising 
a total of 46,816 acres, Indian Reserves 72 and 72A pronded sufficient land 
for 365 people under the terms of Treaty 4, and were confirmed by Order in 
Council on May 17, 1889.* 

The central question in this inquiry is whether Kahkewistahaw's treaty land 
entitlement should be determined according to the population of the First 
Nation in 1880, when Patrick and Johnson commenced their survey work, or 
in 1881, when Nelson completed the survey that was approved by Order in 
Council. 

The First Nation's claim to an outstanding treaty land entitlement was orig- 
inallv considered and reiected bv the Deoartment of Indian Affairs and North- 
ern ~evelopment (DIAND) in thk early i980s. The issue resurfaced, however, 
during the negotiations that led to the execution of the Saskatchewan Treaty 
Land Entitlement Framework Agreement (the Framework Agreement) on Sep- 
tember 22, 1992. The signatories to the Framework Agreement were the gov- 
enunents of Canada and Saskatchewan, and 26 Saskatchewan First Nations 
(the Entitlement Bands) whose treaty land entitlement (TLE) claims under 
Treaties 4, 6, or 10 had been "accepted for negotiation" or "validated" by 

3 Ken Tyler, 'The Government of Canada and EahkeMrLzhaw Band," undated, pp. 7-8 (ICC Edibi16) 
i Order in Council PC 1151. May 17. 1889 (ICC Documents, pp. 4045). 
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Canada prior to the date of the Framework AgreemenL5 Kahkewistahaw was 
not included as an Entidement Band, although, according to former Chief 
Louis Taypotat of the First Nation, it should have been: 

During the negotiations of the Framework Agreement, it became apparent that the 
Date of First Sulvey research done by the Department of Indian Affai~s and Northern 
Development in the early 1980's was not properly performed. We were advised that 
we should do further research to c o h  the results of the Date of First Survey 
research done for us. It quickly became evident that this research was not properly 
performed for our First Nation. We should have been validated as a Treaty Land Enti- 
tlement Band. We therefore quickly prepared a claim which was submitted to your 
department for consideration. This was submitted to Al Cross [of D m ]  on May 20, 
1992." 

The First Nation's submission of May 20, 1992,: claimed that Kahkewis- 
tahaw's 1880 treaty annuity paylist should be treated as the appropriate base 
paylist, and proposed a population of 597 (including absentees, transfers 
from landless bands, and new adherents to treaty) for treaty land entitlement 
purposes. .As a result, the First Nation's claim was for a resen'e allocation of 
76,416 acres based on the Treaty 4 formula of 128 acres per person, mean- 
ing that the 46,816 acres actually received represented a shortfall of 29,600 
acres. The circumstances of the Ochapowace First Nation were cited as com- 
parable to those of Kahkewistahaw: 

The Ochapowace situation is similar to Kahkewistahaw's situation. The Ochapowace 
situation was fully canvassed with the Office of the Treaty Commissioner. Nelson's 
survey dealt with Ochapowace and Kahkewistahaw at the same time and the annuity 
payments were paid at the same time - Ochapowace on August 3: 1881 and 
Kahkewistahaw's one day later on August 4, 1881. In the Ochapowace situation, the 
Office of the Treaty Commissioner accepted 1880 as the appropriate paylist. It is, 
therefore, submitted that Kahkewistahaw's 1880 2MuiN paylist is also the most 
appropriate for the purpose of Kahkewistahaw's Treaty land entitlement." 

j The 26 ongiipnd Entidement Bands were the Keeseekoose. M u s k a w h .  Ochlpow-ace, Ocanese. Piapot. Stat 
Blanket, YeUowquiU. Beardy's & Okemasir, Fl$ng Dust.Joreph Bighead, Little Rne, Moosamin, Mosquito Griz- 
zly Bear's Head Muskeg Lake, One Arrow. ONon Lake, Pelican Lake. Peter Ballanwe, Poundmaker. Red 
Pheasant, Sadteam. Sweetgrass, Thunderchild, Witehekan Lake. Canoe Lake, and Engl~sh River Bands. 

6 Chief Louis Taypotat and CouncUon, Kahkewirtak~w Indian Nation, to Ron h n ,  Minister, DIAND, Februaq 7 ,  
1994 (ICC Dacornenls, p. 332). 

7 Kahke~vistzhar Band Treaty Land Entitlement Udm Submission, prepared bv Pihpaw & Compnny, May 20, 
1593 (ICC Documem, pp. 3-10); Kahkewirtahaw Band Date of First Sumy Treay Paylist Andpis. prepared bv 
Pillipaw & Cornpan", undawd (ICC Documents. pp. 64-73). 

8 Kahkewistkaw Band Treaty Land Entitlement Waim Submission, prepared by Pihpow & Company. May 20, 
1993 (ICC Documena, pp. 8-91, 



Ln later submissions, counsel for Kahkewistahaw also cited the circum- 
stances of neighbouring Cowessess as analogous to those of Kahkewistahaw. 
Ochapowace was eventually included as an Entitlement Band under the Sas- 
katchewan Framework Agreement, and counsel for Kahkewistahaw noted that 
both Ochapowace and Cowessess have since settled their outstanding treaty 
land entitlement claims. 

On May 11, 1994, the Kahkewistahaw claim was rejected by Canada for 
the second time, on the following grounds: 

As you will recollect, the crux of the discussions was the appropriate Date of First 
Survey, i.e. 1880 or 1881. As a result of analysis, the federal view remains that the 
correct year for date of survey was 1881 rather than 1880. The fact that there was no 
plan of survey completed and available until 1881 distinguishes your claim from 
others with similar facts. 

On this basis, the evidence does not indicate that your First Nation has a TLE 
shortfall and the claim does not fall within our Speci6c Claims Policy. 1 would note, in 
addition, that while the 1880 date was rejected on grounds related to the availability 
of a survey plan, it would not have been an appropriate date in any event. The 1880 
date would have included people whose descendants benefitted in 1992 from the 
Nekaneet TIE settlement agreement. The movement of people to N e h e e t  is a neces- 
s a q  consideration? 

The 1881 paylist, which Canada asserts as the appropriate base paylist, 
includes only 186 individuals paid under Kahkewistahaw. When 70 absentees 
and arrears are added to the 186 on the paylist, the result is a total popula- 
tion of 256Io - well below the figure of 365 people for whom land was 
surveyed by Nelson in 1881. 

MANDATE OF THE INDIAN CLAIMS COMMISSION 

Following the most recent rejection of the Kahkewistahaw claim, the First 
Nation requested that the Indian Claims Commission conduct an inquiv into 

9 A.1. Gross. Diredor. TreaN Land Entitlement. DIAND. to Chief Louie Tawolal. K&euisahaw Indian Bald. Mav .. . . . 
l i ,  1994 (ICC ~a&en&,  p. 2).  

lo Ian D. Gray, Counsel, DlAND L e d  Senices. Spedic Clzins West, to Uim Fullenon, Indim Claims Commission. 
J.ne Ju l,,j, n t h  r:c,tnymvmg c:ta ' \  ,n,ulnq 3 yo:ll:~<.,n u : r r q r ~ ~ d  m lnnun pn,hc,rrt  11: r 
I O ~ U ~ . . O I  n r l ~ ~ , n $  lb,rN~rs 1ll1 d r c ~ s  IC.: O h n : l  l j  r l ~ e x  i . s ~ r c . 3  ,!o x t  #":I !de t r s x f e r ~  ir .to 1.l.J. 
.trj rind, t r  :,cu rdsrrmcr i., lrm\., lttd t.tcre I, I I I  r\idencr uri ac lor. r .mm~is~on on iht  numoerr i i h r i e  
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the claim.LL On August 31, 1994, the Commissioners agreed to conduct this 
i n q u i t y . l 2  

The Commission's authority to conduct inquiries under the inquiries Act 
is mandated by Orders in Council which direct 

that our Commissionerson the basis of Canada's Specitic Claims Policy. . . by consid- 
ering only those mdters at issue when the dispute was initially submitted to the Com- 
mission, inquire into and reporl upon: 

(a) whether a claimant has a valid claim for negotiation under the Policy where 
that claim has already been rejected by the Minister; and 

(b) which compensation criteria apply in negotiation of a settlement, where a 
claimant disagrees with the Minister's determination of the applicable 
criteria." 

The Commission's mandate requires it to report on the validity of rejected 
claims "on the basis of Canada's Specific Claims Policy." That policy is set 
forth in a 1982 booklet published by DIAND entitled Outstanding Business: 
A Native Claims Policy - Spec?j?c Chims, which states: 

The government's policy on speciGc claims is that it will recognize claims by Indian 
bands which disclose an outstanding ,'lawful obligation," i.e., an obligation derived 
from the law on the part of the federal government. 

A lawful obligation may arise in any of the following circumstances: 

i) The non-fulEllment of a treaty or agreement between Indians and the 
Crown.. . .I4 

The purpose of this inquiq is to inquire into and report on whether, on 
the basis of the Specific Claims Policy, Canada owes an outstanding lawful 
obligation to the Kahkewistahaw First Nation to provide additional reseme 

11 Kahkervisnltaw In& Nation Band Council Rerolution IWHK-BCR-00j-081. May 9, 1994 (ICC Documentr. 
p. I ) .  The application and suppolng dacumenls were fomrded to the Cammirs~on on June 1, 1994: Stephen 
Pillipow, Plllipow & Company, lo Indian Claims Commission, June 1, 1994 

12 Dan BeUegarde and James Prentice, CoChairs, Lndian Clalms Commission, to Ch~eiand Council. [Ohhewlsahaw 
First Nation, September 2, 1994; Daniel BeUegarde and James Prentice. Co~Chain, Indian Claims Commission. 
to Ron Irwin. Minister of India and Nonhem Maim, nnd Uan Rock, Mirurter of Justice and Altorney General, 
September 2, 1994. 

13 Commission issued September 1. 1992, pursuant to Order in Councd PC 19L)2-1730,July 27. 1992, amending 
Be Commission irrwd to Chief Commissioner Harv S. laForme on August 12, 1991, pucrunnl to Order in 
Council PC 1991-1329, July 15, 1991 (Consolidated Terms of Reference). 

t i  DWND. Outstanding Busines: A iVafiw Claims Policy - Speci/ic Claim (Ooawa: Minister of Supply and 
Services. 1982). rrprlnted in 119941 1 lCCP 17145 (hereinalter OuIsIandi#l Bruisers) 
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land under the terms of Treaty 4. In the Commission's view, this broad ques- 
tion must be addressed by considering the following three issues: 

Issue 1 What is the appropriate date for calculating Kahkewistahaw's treaty 
land entitlement? 

Issue 2 What is Kahkewistahaw's population for treaty land entitlement 
purposes? 

Issue 3 Has the First Nation established, pursuant to Article 17 of the Sas- 
katchewan Treaty Land Entitlement Framework Agreement, an out- 
standing treaty land entitlement on the same or substantially the 
same basis as the Entitlement Bands, which are party to the Frame- 
work Agreement? 

We must first, however, consider the factual background to these issues 
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PART I1 

THE INQUIRY 

The parties agreed that the issues before the Commission in this inquiry did 
not require a community session to hear evidence from the elders. Two joint 
sessions were conducted in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, on May 24 and 25, 
1995, with treaty land entitlement experts appearing on behalf of the Kawa- 
catoose and Ocean Man First Nations in addition to Kahkewistahaw. The 
experts who testified were Kenneth Tyler, counsel with the Constitutional Law 
Branch of Manitoba's Department of Justice and a former adviser to the Fed- 
eration of Saskatchewan Indian Nations (FSIN); Dr. Lloyd Barber, the chief 
negotiator for the FSIN on the Saskatchewan Framework Agreement; David 
Knoll, counsel for the FSIN in the negotiations on the Framework Agreement; 
James Gallo, the manager of Treaty Land Entitlement and Claims, Lands and 
Trusts Services, for DIAND, Manitoba Region, a former researcher on treaty 
land entitlement for the Manitoba Indian Brotherhood, and one of the atchi- 
tects of the Report of the Treaty Commissioner which preceded the Saskatch- 
ewan Framework Agreement; and James Kerby, counsel to Canada during the 
Saskatchewan Framework Agreement negotiations. The Commission also 
heard evidence from Peggy Martin-Brizinski and Jayme Benson of the Office 
of the Treaty Commissioner (OTC) with respect to two reports prepared by 
the OTC. In addition, the Commission has considered historical and docu- 
mentary evidence entered as exhibits at the inquiry. 

The parties each submitted written arguments to the Commission in Febru- 
ary 1996, prior to making oral submissions at the final session in Saskatoon 
on Februaq 22, 1996. The written submissions, documentaty evidence, tran- 
scripts, and balance of the record of this inquiry are listed in Appendix A of 
this report. 



HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

Treaty 4 (1874) 
The background to the signing of Treaty 4 has been discussed in the Com- 
mission's recent report on the treaty land entitlement claim of the Kawa- 
catoose First Nation. We adopt the following findings in relation to Treaty 4 
from the Kawacatoose report: 

The early 1870s represent a period of great transition among the lndian nations that 
resided within the 75,000 square mile area of Trealy 4. The disappearance of the 
buealo had been foreseen, white settlers were moving into the area, and some bands 
were taking steps to convect from the life of "plains buMo hunters to reserve agricul- 
turalists." Other bands were becoming more nomadic, moving freely back and forth 
across the U.S. border in pursuit of buftzlo - a staple of the aboriginal diet and way 
of life. However, the increasing scarcity of buffalo led to periods of hardship and 
starvation, as well as greater competition and, ultimately, intertribal warfare over the 
remaining animals. As noted in the report prepared for this [Kawacatoose] inquiry by 
the OTC: 

Contlict between Assiniboine, Blac!dooot, Gros Ventre, Crow and Sioux was com- 
mon in the nineteenth century as well as conflict between Indians and non-Indi- 
ans. The white settlers were not sympathetic to the plight of the Indians and often 
ignored their rights. The Indian practice of horse stealing, which was common 
between tribes, angered whites. The illicit whisky trade in which traders sold 
whisky to the Indians in exchange for buffalo robes or other commodities further 
exacerbated the violence. The Cypress Hills massacre was an example of the type 
of violence that occurred in this period. 

Moreover, the survey operations of the Boundary Commission and the steps associ- 
ated with erecting a proposed telegraph line west of Fort Carry were starting to d e c t  
his territory, "all which proceedings are calculated to further unsettle and excite the 
lndian mind, already in a disturbed condition. . . ." 

Alexander Morris was lieutenant Governor of the area which then comprised Man- 
itoba and the North-West Territories, including present-day Saskatchewan. Together 
with David laird, the federal Minister of the Interior, and W.J. Christie, a retired factor 
with the Hudson's Bay Company, Morris was commissioned by the Government of 
Canada to make treaties with Indian nations in the southern "Fertile Belt." 

At Lake Qu'Appelle in September 1874, the three Commissioners negotiated with 
the assembled Chiefs for six days to encourage the initially reluctant Indian leaders to 
accept the benefits of treaty in exchange for ceding lndian rights in the lands encom- 
passed by Trealy 4. Morris reported the concerns expressed by the Chiefs at these 
meetings, particularly over what was perceived by the Indians to be the unfairly 
advantageous position of the Hudson's Bay Company at that time, but also over the 
rights of present and future generations of the aboriginal peoples On September 1 I ,  
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1874, the third day of the conference, Morris gave the Chiefs the following 
assurances: 

The Queen cares for you and for your children, and she cares for the children that 
are yet to be born. She would Like to take you by the hand and do as I did for her 
at the Iake of the Woods last year. We promised them and we are ready to prom- 
ise now to give five dollars to every man, woman and child, as long as the sun 
shines and water Bows. We are ready to promise to give $1,000 every year, for 
hventy years, to buy powder and shot and M e ,  by the end of which time I hope 
you will have your little farms. If you will settle down we would lay off land for 
yon, a square mile for every family of Gve. . . . 

The next day Morris stated: 

The Queen has to think of what will come long after to-day. Therefore, the 
promises we have to make to you are not for to-day only but for to-morrow, not 
only for you but for your children born and unborn, and the promises we make 
will be carried out as long as the sun shines above and the water flows in the 
oceans. When you are ready to plant seed the Queen's men will Lay off Reserves so 
as to give a square mile to every family of five persons. . . . 

On September 15, 1874 - the h a 1  day of the conferences - the Commissioners 
convinced the Indians to sign Treaty 4, with Moms reported to have said: 

I know you are not all here. We never could get you all together, but you know 
what is good for you and for your children. When 1 met the Saulteaux last year we 
had not 4,000 there, but there were men like you who knew what was good for 
themselves, for their wives, for their children, and those not born. 1 gave to those 
who were there, and they took my hand and took what was in it, and I sent to 
those who were away, and I did for them just as 1 did for those who were present. 
It is the same to-day. What we are ready to give you will be given to those who are 
not here. 

Thirteen Indian Chiefs, including Kawacatoose [and Kahkewis-tahaw], signed 
Treaty 4  that day. The key provisions of the treaty to be considered by the Indian 
Claims Commission are as follows: 

And whereas the Indians of the said tract, duly convened in Council as afore- 
said, and being requested by Her Majesty's said Commissioners to name certain 
Chiefs and Headmen, who should be authorized on their behalf to conduct such 
negotiations and sign any treaty to be founded thereon, and to become responsible 
to Her Majesy for their faithful performance by their respective bands of such 
obligations as shall be assumed by them the said Indians, have thereupon named 
the following persons for that purpose, that is to say: . . Ka-wa-ca-toose, "The 
Poor Man" (Touchwood W s  and Qu'Appelle lakes)[; Ka-kii-wis-ta-haw, or  "Him 
that Uies around (towards the Cypress Hills)]. . . . 



And whereas the said Commissioners have proceeded to negotiate a treaty with 
the said Indians, and the same has been hally agreed upon and concluded as 
foUows, that is to say:- 

The Cree and Saulteaux Tribes of Indians, and all other the [sic] Indians inhab- 
iting the district hereinafter described and d&ed, do hereby cede, release, sur- 
render and yield up to the Government of the Dominion of Canada for Her Majesty 
the Queen, and her successors forever, all their rights, titles and privileges whatso- 
ever to the lands included within the following limits. . . . 

And Her Majesty the Queen hereby agrees, thrwlgh the said Commissioners, 
to assign r e s m s  for said Indians, such r e s m s  to be selected by oflcers of 
Her Mqesty's Government of the Dominion of Canada appointed f w  lhatpur- 
pose, afier conference with each band of the Indians, and to be ofsuflcient 
area to allow one square mile for eachfamily ofjue, or in thatproportion for 
la'ger or smaller families. . . . 

As soon as possible after the execution of this treaty Her Majesty shall cause a 
census to be taken of all the Indians inhabiting the tract hereinbefore described, 
and shall, next year, and annually afterwards for ever, cause to be paid in cash at 
some suitable season to be duly notiGed to the Indians, and at a place or places to 
be appointed for that purpose, within the territory ceded, each Chief twenty-five 
dollars; each Headman, not exceeding four to a band, Gfteen dollars; and to every 
other Indian man, woman and child, five dollars per head; such payment to be 
made to the heads of families for those belonging thereto, unless for some special 
reason it be found objectionable." 

Like Kawacatoose, Kahkewistahaw (or "Him that flies around) was one of 
the 13 chiefs who signed Treaty 4 at Fort Qu'AppeUe in 1874. Although 
Kahkewistahaw and the majority of his people eventually came to call the 
Qu'AppeUe Valley their home, Treaty 4 gives the chiefs place of origin as 
"towards the Cypress Hills."16 The research panel from the Ofice of the 
Treaty Commissioner described Kahkewistahaw in these terms: 

Kahkewistahaw as chief came from a prominent family of Plains Cree leaders. His 
father had signed the Selkirk Treaty in 1817, and his brother was also a noted chiet 
Kahkewistahaw's band came from the east, and contained some Saulteaux people. 
There seems to have been an aBliation with Sakimay and with Cowessess. The band 
hunted in the Wood Mountain area as far west as the Cypress W s ,  and came to Ft. 
Qu'AppeUe every year for treaty payments. They evidently showed little interest in the 
fur trade or in agriculture, being primarily hunters." 

15 Indian Claims Commlssian, ~wacaloose Firrl >Nation Report rm Tea4 LandEnliflmmt Inpuiq (Onawa, 
Mvch 1996), (1996) 5 ICCP 73 at 96-IW. Footnote references omitted. Emphasis added. 

16 Treaty No 4 bettoeen Her .4l#esty the Queen and lbe Cree and Saulleoux Tribes ofIndians a1 @~Hpp/ Ie  
and Fort Ellice (Otlawa: Queen's hinter, 1966), j (ICC Exhibit 16). 

17 Office ot !he Treaty Commissioner. "Sarveyr of the ffihkeulstahaw Resem." March 29, 1994. p. I (ICC 
E~hibil2) 
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When the treaty was signed, Kahkewistahaw's Band numbered 65 members. 
The key words of the treaty for the purposes of this inquiry are those 

found in the "reserve clause" highlighted in the foregoing excerpt from the 
Kawacatoose report. The important elements of this clause are the Crown's 
obligations to set aside a reserve comprising one square mile per family of 
five (or 128 acres per person) for each band, and to do so only after con- 
sulting with the band to ascertain its preferred location for the reserve. 

As noted in the Kawacatoose report, the Indian Commissioners recognized 
when the treaty was signed that not all Indian bands were then prepared to 
convert From being "plains buffalo hunters to reserve agriculturalists." In 
addition to cash annuities, the treaty provided that bands would be Furnished 
with supplies for hunting and trapping until they elected to take reserve land, 
at which time they would receive the implements necessary for an agrarian- 
based economy: 

Her Majesty also agrees that . . . yearly and every year She will cause to be distributed 
among the difierent bands included in the limits of this treaty powder, shot, ball and 
twine, in all to the value of seven hundred and fifty dollars. . . . 

a is further agreed between Her Majesty and the said Indians that the following 
articles shall be supplied to any band thereof who are now actually cultivating the soil, 
or who shall hereafter settle on their reserves and commence to break up the land, 
that is to say: two hoes, one spade, one scythe and one axe for every family actually so 
cultivating, and enough seed wheat, barley, oats and potatoes to plant such land as 
they have broken up; also one plough and two harrows for every ten families so 
cultivating as aforesaid, also to each Chief for the use of his band as aforesaid, one 
yoke of oxen, one bull, four cows, a chest of ordinary carpenter's tools. five hand 
saws, live augers, one cross-cut saw, one pit saw, the necessary files and one grind- 
stone, all the aforesaid aaicles to be given, once for all, for the encouragement of the 
practice of agriculture among the Indian~. '~ 

We noted in the Kawacatoose report that severe conditions faced the 
bands which adhered to Treaty 4 in 1874. Kenneth Tyler elaborated on these 
conditions with speci6c reference to the Kabkewistabaw First Nation: 

In 1874, Chief Kahkewistahaw signed Treaty 4 on behalf of his Band. It was already 
easy to see that times of great acuity lay ahead. The great herd of buffalo were [sic] 
rapidly disappearing[. Wlithin six years they would practically disappear from the 
Canadian Prairies; and within twelve years they would be all but exterminated in the 

18 Truly No. 4 bettoeen Her Majesty /he Queen and the Cree nnd Saulteaux Tribes of Indians al Qu%ppppelle 
andFor1 Elice (Osawa: Queen'iPnnter. 1966), 7 (ICC &bit 16). 
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United States as well. As long as the b d d o  had remained plentiful, the Plains Indians 
had prospered . . . proud and independent. When the b&o d m e d  they took this 
prosperity, and much else, with them. The members of the Mewislahaw Band had 
depended on the hu6alo for sunivd. In the years following 1874, they were forced to 
depend upon the Canadian GovemmenL19 

Wagner's Survey (1876) 
Following the execution of Treaty 4, Canada intended to proceed immediately 
with the establishment of reserves for those treaty Indians who desired them. 
In the summer of 1875, Surveyor General J.S. Dennis wrote: 

He [the Deputy Minister of the Department of the Interior] recommends that Mr. 
Wagner, D.L.S., be employed to survey the tracts set apart with which view that gen- 
tleman should immediately follow the Commissioner lo Qu'AppeUe and, upon the 
decision of the locality of the Reserve in that vicinity, he should survey the same and 
then follow the Commissioner . . . to the Touchwood Hills or such other point as the 
latter may have proceeded to, at which place, should the Commissioner require to go 
on previous to the Surveyor's arrival, he might leave instructions, in detail, respecting 
the precise locality and extent of the Reserve to be surveyed. . . . 

Lf the Minister approves, it might be suggested to the Commissioner that, in set- 
ting apart any Reserves, the interests of the Indians should be considered so far as 
to give them all the necessaly frontage upon a river or lake, to include an abundance 
of lmd ior larnl~~lp, purpuws lor the Band and JI  rhc rdnlr titar. the rrict should br 
m ~ d u  IU run back m d  ~nclude J fair share atsu of land wluch mdv not be su d r s s h l c  
for farming but would be valuable for other purposes connected with the Band, such 
as hunting, etc. 

If practicable, he would say that the Reselves should be as nearly square as the 
localities selected may permit of their being made.20 

Commissioner W.J. Christie met with the Indians of Treaty 4 in 1875 to 
pay annuities and to select reserves in accordance with the following instruc- 
tions from the Minister: 

I. As regards the selection of the Reserves. 
Each Resen*e should be selected, as the Treaty requires, after conference with 

the Band o{lndians interested, and should, of course, be ofthe area provided by 
the Treaty. 

19 Ken Tyler, "The Government oi Canad2 and Kahkeulstahaw Band," undated, p. i (ICC Fxhibit 6). 
20 Memorandum by J.S. Dennis, Surveyor Cenenl, July 13, 1875. Natlond Archives of Canada [hereinalter Nhl. 

RC 10, vol. 3662, f ie  5007 (ICC Documene, p p  161-62, 164-65). Empharii added. 
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The Minister thinks that the Reserves should not be too numerous, so far as may 
be practicable, as many of the Chiefs of Bands speaking one language, as will consent, 
should be grouped together on one Reserve. . . . 

I am to add that Mr. Wagner, the gentleman named in the memorandum [of 
Suweyor General Dennis] will be instructed to place himself at your disposal for the 
purpose of proceeding with the surveys of the Reserves as selected in the manner 
recommended by the Surveyor General?' 

In their meetings with the Indians, Christie and surveyor William Wagner 
found that some bands were prepared to senle immediately and commence 
farming, while others such as the Kahkewistahaw First Nation preferred to 
continue their nomadic lifestyle: 

Reserves 

The question of Resewes has been carefully considered and long interviews held 
with the lndians on the subject. Many of the bands have no desire to settle and com- 
mence farming, and will not Nrn their anention to agriculture until they are forced to 
do so on account of the failure of their present means of subsistence by the extermi- 
nation of the Buffalo. Others have commenced to farm already, although to a very 
slight extent, and wish to have their Resewes set apart as soon as possible. . . . 

The following Bands have no desire to commence farming at present, and gave no 
intimation with regard to the localities where they desired their reserves to be set 
apart. (They are plains hunters and depend entirely on the buffalo for subsistence.) 
I. Kakiwistahaw's (58 families). . . ." 

Some 289 people followed Kahkewistahaw to Qu'AppeUe to receive annuities 
in  1875, hut Wagner did not survey a reserve for the First Nation that year. 

In the fall of 1876, Wagner and Indian Agent Angus McKay met with the 
chiefs who had not yet obtained reserves for their bands. McKay reported on 
the land selections made for various bands, including Kahkewistahaw, that 
year. 

On the 5th [Septemberl while the payment was going on, Mr. Wagner and I consulted 
with the Chiefs and headmen of the bands who kad been paid in regard to their 
reserve% At Grst we found them very unwilling to point out localities or to entertain 
the idea at all from a misunderstandimg that once they accepted their reserves they 

21 David Laird to W J  Chnrtie, Julv 16, 1875, NA, RG 10, uol. 3622, tie 7007 (ICC Docmenu, pp. 153-54). 
Empharir added. 

22 W]. Chnrtie, Indun Commissioner, and M.C. Diulaeson, to Minister of he Interior, October 7. 1877, NA, RC 
10. vol. 3625. me j489 (ICC Docmenu. pp. 173-76). 
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would come under the subjection and control of the white man. I pointed out where 
they were in error and at last they agreed to locate their reserves. . . . 

1 met several bands of Indians on the 7th, 8th and 9th and continued settling the 
reserves question during that time. 

1 will now proceed to deal with the subject of Bands and their Reserves. . . . 

9th. Chief Ka-ke-westa-haw, or "He who tlies a round  
This Chief is a Cree Indian, the son of Sarina-Meh-chaihoo-kehew-ap or "He who sits 
with many Eagles," the famous "Austin's Guide" who was the chief of all the Cree tribe 
on the south side of the Saskatchewan and who was succeeded by the "Loud Voice." 

This chief possesses many of the good qualities of his father and is very weU 
disposed towards the Canadian Government. His Band numbers 63 families of the 
Cree tribe who have never attempted to do any farming. Their reserue is fmnting on 
tbe south side of the Cmoked Lake on @'AppeUe River beginning opposite the 
eastern limit of "Loud Voice's" reserve and extending westward and is very much 
the same as that of Star Blanket.13 

The reserve surveyed by Wagner for Kahkewistahaw in 1876 contained 
41,414 acres - enough land for 323 people, based on the Treaty 4 formula 
of 128 acres per person - and was situated on the site of the present reserve 
for the Ochapowace First Nati~n.'~ However, the evidence indicates that 
Kahkewistahaw and his people never settled on the reserve surveyed for them 
by Wagner: 

That particular reserve does not appear to have been inhabited by the band, we don't 
have any de6nite evidence one way or the other but indirectly, it would appear that 
they were continuing to hunt, they were being paid, many of them being paid at Fort 
Walsh and were not settling on reserve." 

Teresa Homik states in her report entitled "Kahkewistahaw Reserve Date of 
First Survey" that documentation of Kahkewistahaw's reserves proved tmuble- 
some from the outset: 

23 Angus Mcffiy to Superintendent General, October 14, 1876, Nh RG 10, vol. 3642, file 7581 (ICC Documenls, 
pp. 184-87). Emphasis added. 

24 ICC Tnnsuipl, May Z j ,  1995, p. 314 (Peggy Mutm-Brizirrki). It would appear that, in deccnblng he  reserve. 
Indian Agent MclLy had coniused Round Llke, on which Wedsuhahaw'r I876 reserve actudv fronted, uith 
Crmked lake, which is also on the Qu'AppUe River but situated reved miles to the wecr N&delesa, he 
eartern boundary of the reserve appeared elaclly as described by Mcffiy when Wagner later prepared the 
survey plan. The plan shows the eastern boundary ol he  reserve extending south from Round Lake and h m e .  
diately opposite the eastern b o u n d q  of he  reserve for Wshiway or "loud Voice: which lay to the norih of 
Round Lake: Natural Resources Canada. Canada Centre ior Surveys and Mapping, Legal Survey Division 
(Regina), "Indian Reserve Treafy Xo. 4. k-west-a-haw Band, River Qu'AppeUe, suneyed d h g  December. 
1876 by William Wagner; CLSR Plan No. 969, Micro Plan 342 (ICC Doeumenu, pp. 189, 308). 

2: ICC Transcript. May 25, 1995, p. 314 (Peggy Martin-Brinnskil. 
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According to records maintained by the Indian !ads Registry of the Department [of 
Indian Ahin and Northern Development], there is no record of any Order-in-Council 
confuming or establishing the reserve as surveyed by Wagner, nor is there any record 
of its surrender. There appears to be very little mention of it in the records of the 
Department. For example, during the years surrounding the above survey, it was the 
practice of Indian Mairs, then a branch of the Depattment of the Interior, to publish 
an annual schedule of Indian Reserves surveyed during the preceding year. Predict- 
ably, the schedule published in the Sessional Papers for the year ended October 31, 
1876 does not mention Kahkewistahaw, as it was not surveyed unN December of that 
year. Curiously, however, the schedule published in the EoUowing year, dealing with 
reserves surveyed during the year ended October 31, 1877, does not mention any of 
the reserves surveyed by Wagner near Crooked Lake in late 1876, including 
Kahkewi~tahaw.~~ 

In 1880, Surveyor General Lindsay Russell was asked to provide a list of 
all completed surveys, surveys under way, and reserves remaining to be sur- 
 eyed.^' The reserve surveyed by Wagner was identified as "Ka-west-a-haw 
Reserve j3."28 Yet, it is not entirely clear why the reserve surveyed for 
Kahkewistahaw in 1876 was never settled on by the First Nation or consid- 
ered to be Kahkewistahaw's reserve for the purposes of the treaty. Whatever 
the reasons, it is important to note that neither Canada nor the First Nation 
argued before this Commission that Wagner's survey should be considered 
Kahkewistahaw's "first survey" for treaty land entitlement purposes. 

Survey Work by Patrick and Johnson (1880) 
After Kahkewistahaw's adhesion to Treaty 4 in 1874, life for his people 
became increasingly arduous with the dwindling of the great herds of buffalo 
on which all plains hunters had relied: 

h for the majority of the Band who remained with Chief Kahkewistahaw, the years 
between 1875 and 1880 must have been very dficult. The buffalo were rapidly disap- 
pearing, and life on the Plains was becoming increasinglv precarious. This situation 
~vas no doubt made worse by the flight of Sining BuU with lus large Band of Sioux into 
the Wood Mountain District in late 1876 and early 1877. This area seems to have 
been in the centre of Kahkewistahaw's traditional hunting area. Within a short time 
they had wiped out the remaining buffalo in the area, and from then until they left in 

16 Teresa M. Homk. "Kahkewislahaw Resew Date of Fia t  Sulveg; Ouober 27, 1993 (ICC Documen&, yp. 136- 
47) , ,. 

27 Unknown lo Lindsay Russell, Sulvevor Genenl, May 19. 1880, NA. RG LO, "01. 3713, ille 10694 (ICC Oocu- 
men&. p. 207). 

28 The reserve surveyed for Kahkewraharv by Wagner was derignaied Indian Reserve 53 in "List of Indan 
Reserves," May 26, 1880, NA. RG 10. vol. 3713. file 20694 (KC Docurnen&, pp. 1W. 310). 



1881, the Sioux formed a barrier which prevented any buffalo from travelling from 
the United States past Wood Mountain to the Crees north of there. Although the 
Kahkewistahaw Band had not yet chosen a reserve site, we h o w  from Indian Wrs 
Records that in the Spring of 1879, the Band accepted four bushels of seed potatoes, 
some garden seeds, an axe, a spade and two hoes from the Government. Fmm this it 
is clear that Kahkewistahaw and his people were beginning to consider agriculture as 
an alternative to the pursuit of the vanishing buBalo.'9 

Teresa Homik stated that the acceptance of agricultural supplies by 
Kahkewistahaw members constituted "[ilndirect confirmation of the settle- 
ment of at least some of the Band on land of their According to the 
OTC, the only land that the First Nation could arguably have called its own in 
1879 would have been the 1876 reserve surveyed by Wagner,31 but the OTC 
research panel disagreed that the First Nation's receipt of agricultural sup- 
plies necessarily implied settlement on that land: 

In the repon i[ahkewlstahaw, Teresa Homik argues that 
the distribution list of seed and agricultural implements for the Noah West Territories 
in 1879 gives indirect evidence that the band settled on their reserve by listing the 
"Ka-kee-wis-ta-haw" band as having received four bushels of seed potatoes, one axe, 
two hoes, and a spade. However, such a conclusion requires a great deal of conjec- 
ture. Agriculture implements and seed were supposed to be given to bands when they 
settled and commenced farming. If the members of the band had settled, it is possible 
that they had settled in an area other than the reserve area. The fact that the surveyor 
would later completely move the reserve suggests that the band had not permanently 
settled on the old reserve. Some band members may have been planning to settle in 
1879 when they accepted the seed and implements, but never actually followed 
through on this activity until 1880, when Agent MacDonald [sic] persuaded them to 
go onto their new resewe. There are many possible scenarios to explain the distribu- 
tion of seed and implements to the band and there was not enough strict monitoring 
of the distribution of these goods to use the fact that they received some of these items 
as proof that the band had settled on the 1876 reserve. What is clear was that a 
subsequent survey of a reserve for the Kahkewistahaw band moved the reserve to a 
new locati~n.'~ 

?9 Ken Tyler, "The Government of Canada and ffihkewcttahaw Band," undated. pp. 2-3 (ICC Evlubit 6 ) .  See also 
Canada. Parhament, SessionolPaperr, 1880. 701. 13, no. 8, Paper no. 4, Annual Repon 01 the OeparPnent at 
the Interior for the Year Ended 30th June 1879, p. 110, "Rerum of Seed dwvibuted to Indian Ban& in the 
Spring of 1879 and "Return of Agricultud lmplemenrs distributed to lndian Baa& in the Spnng o[ 1879 
(IP.~. nnrllrnontc ? n n  ~.-- r .  -"",. 

la Teresa M. Homik. "ffihkewistahaw Reserve Date of First Survey; October 27, 1993 (ICC Dacumentr. p. 137). 
Emohash added. 

31 0f&e d the Treaiy Commissioner, "Sulvey of the Kahkewistahaw Reserve: March 2 9 ,  1994. p. 4 (ICC 
Exhib~t 2). 

32 Ofice 01 the Treahi Commissioner, '.Sulveys of the Kahkewirrahaw Resemeie,.. Xarch L9, 1994, p. 2 (ICC 
Exhibrt 2). 
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By the time treaty annuities were paid on July 18, 1880, living conditions 
for the Kahkewistahaw First Nation and other bands had become very difi- 
cult. Indian Agent McDonald was able to persuade several bands to take up 
reserves. McDonald's report of September 12, 1880, clearly demonstrates the 
critical state of the Indians and the need to move them to reserves: 

A g d  deal of distress existed last winter, at this place [Qu'AppeUe] particularly, 
owing to the men going to the plains, and leaving their women and children here; 
from those who codd get work some return was got for the provisions supplied them. 
The bhine was not carried out as it mieht have been. on account of the severe winter 
(of 1879-801 and the slight clotlung th& had to themselves from the exposure 
on the lake.. . . 

On my return from making the payments of annuities at the Cypress W s ,  1 found 
nearly all the Indians I had paid here, still camped about the Qu'AppeUe lakes, and 
evev few days calling at the office for relief. They were quite bewildered, not knowing 
what to do; to return to the plains was sure starvation, and every likelihood of the few 
horses they had being stolen from them. 

1 invited the chiefs and head men together, and explained the advantages they 
would derive by going on their reserves immediately; at the same time showed them 
the loss they would sustain every year by their not doing so. 1 also mformed them that 
unless they went on their reserves I could not assist them in their work, nor could 
their old people be as well cared for. 

1 am happy to report that during the last week in August, and up to this date, I 
have succeeded in iduencing eleven new bands, representing 2.310 souls, to go on 
their resewes. Four at the File Hills, which reserves are at present being surveyed by 
Mr. Patrick; four at the Crooked lake, also being surveyed; one at Touchwood Hills; 
one here, and one at the Moose Mountains. 

These Indians (Plain Crees) are totally ignorant of farming or the ordinary mode 
here of making a living, such as even making or setting a net, killing fish or small 
game, having always lived on the plains hunting the buffalo, and for the last seven 
years merely coming here for their annuities and presents. 1 have made provision for 
them on their reserves, and they are now being assisted in getting out logs and build- 
ing houses for the winter. 

These eleven bands, now having just gone on their reserves, have nothing to 
depend upon for a living, and until they produce something for themselves they must 
look for a liberal supply from a generous Government for support. Many of !hem have 
hardly enough to cover their persons, still they are willing to work and learn, and I 
look forward to seeing these Indians in a few years doing a good deal towards their 
own suppon." 

53 ,\. McDonald, Indian Agent, Trenn No. 4, lo Supermendent General of lndian .ALiaics. September 13. 1880. tn 
Canadz. Annul R e p 1  afthe Department of lndian Afeirs Jor {he Year Ended 31sl December, 1880, 104- 
05 (ICC Documents, p. 341). 
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AUan Poyntz Patrick and his assistant, William Johnson, had been assigned 
to the North-West Territories in 1880 to survey reserves for those Indian 
bands desiring them. Upon the arrival of the surveyors in Qu'AppeUe, Indian 
Agent McDonald urged them to lay out reserves as quickiy as possible for 
those bands he had persuaded to settle. At year end, Patrick reported: 

I have the honor to report to you on the result of the work which, during the past 
year, I have performed under your instructions. . . . 

My work has embraced the survey of the following Indian reservations:- 

1st. Assiniboine, north of Cypress Hills, embracing 340 square miles. 
2nd. O'Kxree's Band, Fie Hills, embracing 20 square miles. 
3rd. Sm Blanket's Band, File W s ,  embracing 20 square miles. 
4th. Pepeiksis Band, Fie W s ,  embracing 45 square miles. 
jth. Little Black Bear's Band, File Kills, embracing 45 square miles. 
6th. Osoup's Band, Crooked lake; and 
7th. Rewistahaw's [sic] Ban4 Crooked Lake.. . . 

Col. McDonald d o m e d  me that the Indian bands upon the "Fie W" and "Crooked 
lake" resewations were making great complaints that their reselves had not been laid 
out; he requested me to lose no time in proceeding to dehe the limits of these 
resemtions. In consequence of his urgent request, I divided my party, sending one in 
charge of my assistant, Mr. Johnson, to "Crooked lake," while 1 proceeded myself to 
the "File Ws." Wr. Johnson has not as yet made any report to me, but in a short 
convendtion I had with him I learned that he left the Indians on this reservation well 
satitled; he also informed me that the soil is good and timber plentiful." 

No survey plan or other record of Johnson's surveying efforts in 1880 has 
ever been located, and the boundaries he laid out are therefore uncertain. 
Indian Agent McDonald was the only other government official on location at 
the time, and his year-end report of Januaq 3, 1881, added the following 
information: 

I have the honor to state that the following Reserves are yet to be surveyed and 
completed (viz.): 

3 4  Repon of Atan Povntz Pamck Dominton Topognpiucal Sumqor, December 16, 1880, m Canada, Mrkament, 

~ ~ -~ ~ ~~~ ~ m~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~~~~ 

orher band m the area with a similar name. 



K A H K E W I S T A H A W  F I R S T  N A T I O N  INQUIRY R E P O R T  

Sunding BuWo (Sioux) 
The Ocean Man 
The Ocean Man 
Pheasant Reserves 
YeUow Quill 
Muscowaquans 
Loudvoice 
[Osoups 
Kakewistabaw 
cbakachas 

Qu' AppeUe 

1 Moose Mountains 
I 

Nut Lake 
Touchwood Hills 

I Crcoked Lake 
to be completed 

. . .After this Linle Child and Piapot will be the only two Chiefs who have not taken 
their Reserves." 

Of the four reserves located at Crooked Lake noted in McDonald's report, 
the only completed survey plan by Patrick and Johnson on record is for 
O'Soup's This is seemingly corroborated in a series of correspon- 
dence beginning with Patrick's telegram to Lawrence Vankoughnet, Deputy 
Superintendent General of Indian Affairs: "Have my plans and field notes 
arrived. Galt wants answer. A.P. Patrick."3' Vankoughnet replied to Galt, the 
Assistant Indian Commissioner: "Answer June 13/81 to Mr. Galt. Mr. Patrick's 
plans and field notes not yet received. LVR'38 Vankoughnet subsequently 
received Patrick's plans and field notes, and notified Galt: 

With reference to my telegram of the 13th Instant in which I stated that Mr. Patrick's 
Plans and Field Notes had not been received, I have now to inform you that on the 
15th and 17th hst. respectively three Plans of ( I )  Little Black Bear, Star Blanket, 
O'Karree's and Pe-pe-kis-sis Reselves at File W s ,  (2) Osoup's Reserve on the 
Qu'AppeUe River and (3) the Assiniboine Reserve, Treaty 4, were received at this 
Department without any covering letter. They were apparently mailed at Fort 
Assiniboine, Montana Territoq, about the 8th Instant. 

I now send these documents to you inasmuch as they require to be examined and 
c e d e d  by Mr. Dewdney before they can be accepted by the Department as correct." 

The delayed arrival of survey plans from Patrick was not surprising. Peggy 
Martin-Briziuski of the OTC testified that Patrick was criticized for his disor- 

35 A. McDonald to E. Dewdney, Indian Cammlssioner. Januaw 3, 1881. NA, RG 10, vot. 3713, hle 20694 (ICC 
Documents, pp. 237, 318) Emphasls added. 

16 Natural Resources Canada, Canada Centre far Sweys and Mapping, Legal Sumerj Division (Regina), "Osoup's 
Reserve. Ou'A~wlle River. (signed) A.P. Palrick D.LS.." CISR Plan No. 204. Micro Plan 176 (ICC Documents. 
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derly record keeping.40 This was confirmed in later documents in which Pat- 
rick was refused consideration for additional work.41 Nevertheless, based on 
Patrick's report of December 16, 1880, the OTC suggested that Patrick and 
Johnson had at least commenced some survey work in 1880 on Kahkewis- 
tahaw's behalf. 

Being a year end report of work completed, this document [Patrick's report] clearly 
indicates that work was done on the Kahkewistahaw reserve in that year. . . . 

Unforhmtely, a plan for the survey of the Kahkewistahaw reserve cannot be 
located and possibly no longer exists; of al l  of the surveys which may have been 
carried out in Crooked Lakes, only the plan for O'Soup's reserve has been found. It 
was not unusual for records in that era to be lost or to have never been submitted. 
The Department of Indian Affairs records are full of references to documents that 
cannot now be located. It is also probable that the survey was not completed, as 
noted above, although one can presume that some work was done." 

In its 1995 report, the OTC again stated that "Johnson's survey may have 
been in~omplete."~3 

Kenneth Tyler expressed fewer doubts about the establishment of a reserve 
as a result of Johnson's 1880 survey work: 

Kahkewistahaw appears to have been one of those who was ready to settle, and, in 
August of 1880, he seems to have agreed to take a reserve near the Crooked Lakes. 
Surveyor Johnson was immediately dispatched to lay out a reserve for the Band. There 
had been 258 people paid with the Chief at Ft. Qu'AppeUe the month previous, which 
would haw entitled the Band to a reserve of almost 52 sq. miles. Johnson laid out 
more than 64 sq. miles of land for them, no doubt because he believed that some of 
the Indians under Manitoncan [sic] and Foremost Man" at the Cypress Hills would 
join Kahkewistahaw later. The location of this Erst reserve is not known for certain 
but it seems to have been about nine miles by seven, in the area that was later surren- 
dered by the Band. It had no frontage on the Qu'AppeUe River." 

40 ICC Innscript, May 25, 1995. p. 315 (Peggi Manin-Btirinrlu). 
41 C h .  H. Beddoe, Aecounwnt's Branch, Depvmenl  of the hterior, to A.hl. Burgess, Deputy Miruster of the 

Interior, August 17, 1885, NA, RG 88, vol. 296, file 0132 (ICC Documens. p. 121); Sumyor G e n e d ,  Technicd 
Branch, to A.M. Bur~ess, Deputy Minister of the Metior. August 19. 1885. NA. RG 88. MI. 296. Fie 0132 (ICC 
Documenu, p. 120)  The S;lveyor General wrote: 

In relerence to the apgbation of Mr. A.P. hviek's for employment on the s u m y ,  the undersigned begs lo 
submit b t  the o u t  record of Mr. Patrick u a sunevor is most unsaushctolv. 

In 1878 he & olaced in c h v r e  of a survw of 1ndi;n Reselves and in 1880: the Hon. Mr. Dewdnev found 
Mr. Paticks acta;ntr so mixedand imgul& that he gave inrvuctionr for the wark ta he dosed. 

The eon of the su lvq  was about [iBzgibtel and for this large amount, very W e  wark tras performed. 
41 Office of the Treq Commhsianer, "Surveys oi the ffihkewistahaw Resene," March 29, 1994, p. 3 (ICC 

Ethibit2) 
i; Office of the Treaty Commissioner, "Kahkewistahaw Special Repon: Surveys and Demographics. Crooked Lakes 

Reserves, 1876-1884," May 1985, p. 4 (ICC Euhihit5). 
44 This reference is to Neheet, who is also referred to in Mnous sources ar "Xikaneet" and "Necanete," or in 

English translations u "Fmemost Man." "Front Man.'' and "Goes Before." The oficial designation cumenfly in 
use by the Band is "Nekzneet Indian Bmd." 

r i  Ken Tyler. 'The Government of Canads and ffihkeulslahaw Band," undated, p. 4 (ICC E~hih i t6 ) .  



Tyler's report includes a sketch of the suggested location of the Kahkewis- 
tahaw reserve surveyed by Johnson, although Tyler noted on the sketch that 
"Johnson's survey plans have not been found, so this map is based upon 
conje~tllre."~~ 

The OTC did not share Tyler's confidence in the sources on which he 
relied to define the size of the reserve: 

Using the 1881 survey as a guide, the location of the 1880 survey appears to have 
been immediately to the swth of O'Soup's reserve. . . . Ken Tyler, in his undated 
unpublished report, "The Government of Canada and the Kahkewistahaw Band," 
argues that the reselve was located to the south of O'Soup's reserve and was approxi- 
mately 9 miles wide and 7 miles deep. Although Tfler apparently took his information 
from a lelter sent from kF. Mackenzie to W. Graham, September 21, 1931 (DM tile 
673130.4-7, vol. 11, the contents of the letter do not confum this measurement." 

Jayme Benson also provided a sketch of the proposed location of the reserve 
which the OTC concluded had been surveyed or commenced in 1 8 8 0 . @  The 
sketch shows the 1880 Kahkewistahaw reserve located along the entire south 
boundary of O'Soup's reserve, with no "panhandle" for O'Soup along the 
west boundary of the Kahkewistahaw reserve as suggested by Tyler. Benson 
prepared an additional sketch comparing the proposed location of the 1880 
reserve with Kahkewistahaw IR 72 set aside in 1 8 8 1 . 4 9  If Benson's second 
sketch is correct, it is clear that there was a substantial difference between 
the 1880 survey and the reserve which was ultimately set aside for the First 
Nation in 1881. 

Nelson's Survey (1881) 
Following Indian Agent McDonald's report of January 3, 1881, regarding 
reserves "yet to be surveyed and completed," Indian Commissioner Edgar 
Dewdney was asked on March 17, 1881, to outline the steps by which he 
proposed "to have the boundaries of these Reserves run during the ensuing 
~eason."'~ Dewdney replied that he intended to employ John C. Nelson," who 

46 Ken Tyler. 'The Government of Canada and i(lhkwkwhaw Band: undated. p. 5 (ICC Exh~bit 6) 
47 Ofice ol he Treary Commissioner.  SUN^^ of he Kahkewistahaw Reselve: March 29, 1994, p. 4 (ICC 

E+ibit 2).  Unforunalelv. the letter h-om A.F. Maekenrie to W. Graham referred to in this oassaee is not in . - 
evidence before the ~o&ission. 

i s  ICC Tnnu'ript. Ma" 25, 1995. p. 319 Uayme Benson). The sketch is larated a ICC Documesa, p 328. 
Benron's sketch was based not on n survey plan but rather on the repon bv sumevor John C. Nelson, who, as 
discussed previousk, performed the 1881 su~vey 

49 ICC Documents, p. 329. 
50 Unknown lo E. Dewdney, Indian Commissioner. March 17, 1881, NA. RG 10. vat 1713. f ie  20694 ilCC Docu- 

menls, p 238). 
51 E. Dewdnq, h~dran Commiriioner. to Superintendent General of Indian &us. March 18. 1881. a,!, RG 10. 

uol. j713, file 20694 (ICC Documenti, p. 239). 
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"has a good knowledge of the country and of the Indians, he having been for 
some years assisting Mr. Patrick who until lately was in our employ."5z 

When Nelson arrived at Crooked Lake, McDonald had laid much of the 
groundwork for establishing the reserves. McDonald gave the following 
account: 

I have the honor to submit the following Report of matters ~ 0 m e ~ t e d  with Treaty No. 
4 during the year ended 30th June, 1881. . . . 

There appeared at one time a little diss*faction and jealousy among the chiefs 
on the choice of the reserves at the Crooked and Round Lakes; I was able to effect an 
amicable understanding amongst them, and when Mr. Nelson, D.L.S., the gentleman 
instructed to locate the resemes, proceeded to work, he had no diI8culty in satisfying 
each band as to their boundaries. 

I may here state that in 1877 these bands had been allotted reserves on the north 
side of the Qu'AppeUe River; owing to the want of t i e r  for building and fencing 
purposes, it was considered advisable to move them to the south side. 
The area of each reserve has been allotted to each band in proportion to the 
paysheets of 1879, the year in which the lmgesl number of Indians were paid 
their annuities." 

Nelson's report for the year ended December 31, 1881, is a pivotal piece 
of evidence in this inquiry for two reasons. First, i t  sheds additional light on 
the extent of the efforts of Patrick and Johnson in the preceding year. Sec- 
ond, it also provides some understanding of the chronology of events of late 
July and early August 1881 when Indian Agent McDonald was distributing 
annuities to the Indians in the Qu'Appele Valley and Nelson was doing his 
survey work: 

The season's work comprised the allotment [sic] of reserves in the foUowing locali. 
ties, viz. - 

Moose Mountain 
Crooked and Round Lakes 
Nut Lake 
Fishing Lake 
Touchwood W s  
The Qu'AppeUes. . . . 

7 2  E. Dwdney, Indian Cammksioner, la Superintendent Genenl of Indian A h r r ,  Februan. 5 ,  1881, NA, RG 10. 
vol. 3733, file 26733 (ICC Documents. p. 240). 

53 b McDonald, Indian Agent, to Superintendent Genenl of Indian ,&B, January 19, 1881, in Canada, Parlia- 
ment, Sessional Papers, 1882, val. 15, no 5, Paper no. 6, Annual Repon of the Department of Indian A5airs 
for the Year Ended 3151 Dewember, 1881 (ICC DocumenB, p. 2LZ). Emphasis added. 



K.AHKEWISTAHAW FlRST N A T I O N  I N Q U I R Y  REPORT 

On the 21st lulv the survev of the Moose Mountain reserves was comoleted, and a 
general stampeie 6f the anim'ak took place on the 22nd, causing a delai of two days. 
I foUowed them up at once, accompanied by Red Ears alias the Beaver Potato, a good 
tracker, whose senices I procured at the Indian camp, and succeeded in capturing 
them far out on the Plains of the Souris. 

1 left for Crooked Lake immediately after. 
From the Head of the Mountain 1 struck northwards over a h e  undulating fertile 

prairie with clumps of young poplar, for about fom miles, and entered the woods 
sonth of the Qu'AppeUe Valley at Crooked Lakes. 

The Indians there having desired a change in the position of the reselves already 
surveyed, 1 was instructed to survey suitable reserves on the south side of the MUey 
for the Bands of Mosquito, O'Soup, Ka-Kee-wis-ta-haw, Ka-Kee-she-way and Cha-ca- 
chas, and to reduce the length of the frontage on the river, of the reserves already 
surveyed for them. 

The old reserves occupied a frontage on the north side of the valley of thirty-one 
miles, and a frontage on the south side of twenty-one miles. 

As I had no plans of the work done last year by Mr. Patrick I proceeded to make a 
reconnaissance of that part of the Qu'AppeUe River likely to be made the front of the 
new reserves. I also examined the country thoroughly. After doing this I communi- 
cated with Colonel McDonald, Indian Agent, at Qu'AppeUe, some of the Indian chiefs 
being there at the time. 

After much planning as to the best manner of adjusting these reserves, it was 
decided to cut five miles off the lower part of O'Soup's reserve so as to give Ka-Kee- 
wistahaw a frontage on the river, and some of the bottom lands where they had 
already commenced farming, Ka-Keewistahaw's Band have now a good reserve, and a 
fair share of the timber in the gulches leading to the river. 

It will be seen by referring to the map, sketch B, the Band of Ka-Kee-wistahaw 
have no fishing ground in front of their reserve like the others at Crooked and Round 
lakes. I therefore thought it desirable to reserve for them a small bit of ground on the 
north side of Crooked Lake for a fishing station." 

Following the completion of the survey of the Moose Mountain reserves, Nel- 
son needed two days to round up his animals following the stampede, and 
two more days to travel to the Qu'Appeue Valley. This means that he would 
not have been able to staa his survey work on the Crooked Lake reserves 
untit July 27, 1881. 

.~, - ~ ,  ~~~~~~~ 
~~~~ ~~ ~~o ~~~~~~~ ~ 

Dan of O'Soao's rGerve" is likehi ioaccumt~. '"Chi 0 ~ a u o  olan sham a rvlo of 7199 icrer on the east 
'end of the n i p  which has comn;oniy been assumed to h'ave bekdged lo VSoup. ktatmGon the pplls how- 
ever. indicate hat this wls a medim skip between the boundam of O'Soup's 1880 rerewe and Waancir 1 8 7 6  
l a  $rsich nv n lac, ihc ratern b ~ t w r  c i  ihe 15'~) ?.om '1 thhtienbldhm i R S C ~ C  ih Ohce .lrhr 
Trrin .'bmmb, ocer ',un?<% n( I . ?  hl:l.,cu~n~tuw Rercne \(at:" !,l. 199t, p $ ICC Exh~njl ! I c ? . ~  
,..I? on (nc In8turn l i  h z  u ,u .D wrrs .I .nocars ihrt :!w ' meatan itno curnnr.,<l i n  *<t-utrt iu ln  o! I,, . . 
~,,rf . h r e ~  m:Ies rncat18.g init ; l m y u  >i ,.lghllt leu  cma a > i ~ . . c \  'uu laC,m ,:om J.ir.tlp <P Panck 
Oso~p 5 R p ~ n c  QII I ~ ~ U P  H~(rr .  \I.JT~ R C I U U C ~ S  I : r n ~ h .  C3mh Centre lur i ine%> mJ Mipp~n t  1 fga, 
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The parties are in agreement that treaty annuities were paid to the 
Kahkewistahaw First Nation on August 4, 1881.55 Ten days later, Nelson sub- 
mitted the following interim report to the Assistant Indian Commissioner: 

I have sumeyed the Reserves for the Ocean Man and Pheasant's Rump at the Moose 
Mountain and in a few days will have completed the Re~e~ations on the south side of 
the Qu'AppeUe at Crooked Iake and Round Lake for O'Soup, Ka-ke-wis-ta-haw, Ka- 
kee-she-way and Cha-cha-chas and Mosquito, a sketch of which will be sent you at 
an early datei6 

Nelson completed his sketch showing the four Indian reserves on Crooked 
Lake and Round Lake - Mosquito, O'Soup, Kahkewistahaw, and Kak- 
ishiway1Chacachas - on August 20, 1881.57 A more formal plan of the four 
reserves was also prepared, but is undated and unsigned.s8 

Several years later, after assuming a broader responsibility for Indian 
reserve surveys, Nelson approved the documents which were later codinned 
by Order in Council in 1889 as the official plans of survey for IR 72 and IR 
72A.;9 Kahkewistahaw received a total allocation of 46,816 acres - sufficient 
land for 365 people under the Treaty 4 formula of 128 acres per person. 

Population Trends and Migrations (1874-85) 
The survey projects undertaken by Wagner in 1876, Patrick and Johnson in 
1880, and Nelson in 1881 can only be understood within the context of the 

55 Submissions on Behalf of the Government of Canada, Februap 15, 1996, p. I; Submissions an Behalf of the 
Kahkewistlhaw First Nation, February 16. 1996, p. 59. 

56 Exvlci oflener kwn J.C. Nelson, DU, to E.T. Call, AJrisIant lndian Commissioner, August 14, 1881, Nh RG 10. 
MI. 3742. file 29200 1ICC Documents. 0. 249). 

i. ] i \ z ~ u n .  .,ketch shownX lndlvl ~<r<L.ner bn Crmkrd an<! R o d ~ . t  bar.$. \><in ?I ISXI ICC Da :~~x? th .  
1, 21' . ~ h ~ r h  iums pan oi %e&ov < .mr-?nd r'pon for IX81 Jdsn i Velws. Sllnoor. Depinmenl I the 
lner8or. l ,  Easar Dcumer <u~cnnten?ml Ccnrral D~pulm+nl ul Inll.168 \ I la~rr .  Janum Id, 1892. \.%. R.i ~. 
10. vol. 3573,ble 154, pi 2 ) '  

58 Natud Resources Canada, Canada Centre for Surveys and Mapping, Legd Surveys Division. "Treaty No. 4. 
lndian Reserves on Qu'AppeUe River and Round and Crwked Lakes, Nonh West Territoty. Searon of 1881: 
CISR Plan No. 230, Micro Plan 436 (ICC Documents, pp. 250, 3 4 ) .  

59 Order in Council PC 1151. May 17. 1889 (ICC Dacumenls, pp. 40-45, 123-30, 251-54). The final plans for 
Reserves 72 and 7 U  indicate that the surveys were conducted in August 1881, but the plans also indicale that 
they were approved by Nelson -who, by 1887, was in chatge of Indian reserve surveys - onJanuary 23. 1889. 
It is further appreot born Nelson's commens in a memorandum dated May I. 1887, that these plans sere  
prepared mwh later thvl August 1881: "It has long been felt desirable to cdec t  in convenient form such 
idormatian in regard to the extent and boundvier oi the numerous Indian Resenations in the &Province of 
Maniroba and die Nonh-West Territories as might he n e c e s s q  lor the guidance of lndian Agents and other 
employe= of this Depanment, or useful to the pubk,  especially to settlers desirous of wking up lands h the 
vicinity of the reserves. In consequence [he joUotuing descnptionr, ond accompanying plans, h u e  been 
prepared by direction of the Honorable Edgar Dewdney, Indian Commisrioner,/rmn the o d g i d  record of 
the Depmment, under the supenision of the undersigned: See memonndum by Jahn C. Nelson, Depanment 
of Indian ufairs, May I. 1887. NA RG 2. 16428, vd. 287 (ICC Documens, p. 123). 
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demographic changes occurring in the Kahkewistahaw First Nation and other 
bands in southern Saskatchewan at the time. 

When Treaty 4 was signed and Wagner was surveying reserves in the area, 
many plains Indians were still earning their livelihood as buffalo hunters. As 
the buffalo became less plentiful, the Indian population was ravaged by star- 
vation and disease. The OTC reviewed the plight of the Indians of that era: 

The history in this instance begins just after the signing of Treaty Four, when the 
buffalo trade had already been pushed west, and bands of Plains Cree, Saulteaux, and 
Assiniboine were in transition. . . . The membership of the bands in the North West 
Territories in the 1870s and the early 1880s was &id as bands adapted to changing 
circumstances; a band which might have 200 members one year might double in size 
within a calendar year. 

Within this changing demographic environment, the treaty promises for reserve 
surveys were gradually being ful6lled in Treaty Four, beginning in 1875. There was no 
comprehensive census as promised in Treaty, but, rather, a gradual process of survey- 
ing reserves as the chiefs could be persuaded to settle upon them and hegm 
farming. . . . 

The conditions for survival of the Plains people were severe behveen 1876 and 
1884. Most of the b u m 0  migrations into Canada from the U.S. were over, affected by 
mange, fires, and depletion thruugh over-hunting for trade purposes. As a result, 
many people were moving into the Cypress Hills at the same time that reserves were 
being surveyed. The Cypress H i  offered access to the herds in the US., and the area 
between there and Wood Mountain to the east was the site of the last substantive 
buffalo migration into the Territories in 1881. The Cypress Hills was also recognized 
by the Assiniboine, Young Dogs, and some Cree as traditional territory, a winter haven 
with timber, game, and chinooks. 

Fort Walsh, established in 1873, was a North West Mounted Police post which had 
an Indian agency and two Home Farms anacbed to it in 1879. These farms were 
sponsored by the Indian Department of the Department of the Interior. By the fall of 
1879 the people who gathered at Fort Walsh for rations were starving, as NWMP 
police journals attest (see Journal of Colonel Itvine, NWMP, June 7, 1879: thousands 
of st-g Indians present). Ln the spr ig  of 1880 many left for the Milk and Missouri 
Rivers to hunt, returning in the late summer tor annuities. The same pattern was 
repeated in 1881, and rations were once again offered. The largest number of Indi- 
ans, 5000 or more, congregated at Fort Walsh in the summers of 1880-1881; rations 
and muities were paid during these years to those who did not yet have reserves, but 
the government policy at the time was to encourage the Indians to become sedentary 
reserve dwellers who would make a living through farming. . . , 

Angus Mcffiy reported in 1876 that the seed had been given to the Indians at 
Qu'Appelle too late in the season to yield a harvest, and that provisions and employ- 
ment building roads had to be provided to keep them from starving (Mcffiv Oct. 14, 
1876; PAC, RGIO, vol. 3642, We 7581). Death from malnutrition, starvation, and 
disease was prevalent among the old and the young. Dysentery, smallpox, [and] mea- 
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sles were reported in 1880 (Sessional Papers, Annual Reports of the Commissioner 
of the NWMP 1880). In the summer of 1881 an epidemic of whooping cough took 
many children (Sessional Papers, Annual Reports of the Commissioner of the NWMP 
1881). 

The Indian Agents, the fanning instructors, and the NWMP were worldng to keep 
the Indians ftom staning, while keeping rations at a bare minimum to discourage 
Indians tom gathering at Walsh; the government urged them to move to reselves and 
begin farming. The Inspector of Indian Agencies, T.P. Wadsworth, wrote on August 
29, 1881 that he was sure that the Indians were leaving their reserves to come to 
Walsh because they rejected the idea of having to work on their "reservations" for 
food, whereas they realized that they had only to show up at Walsh and the govern- 
ment would not let them starve (PAC, RG10, vol. 3744, tile 29506-1). There was in 
fact insufficient work at Walsh for 5000 Indians to do, they were given some ammuni- 
tion to hunt and Eshing lines to take fish from the lakes, but othenvise there were far 
too many people for the government to fully realize its "work for rations" policy. 
Many had inadequate food and clothing to sustain pmlonged physical endeavours. . . . 

Many of the Indians gathered in the Cypress Hills wanted to continue the hunt as 
long as possible, and they realized the dBiculties of farming. Given the precarious 
conditions, they chose to reduce the risks by going to where they might get rations. 
The lndians also argued repeatedly that the provision of agriculmral assistance, 
ammunition, and rations were part of the treaty promises under Treaty Four (and 
Treaty Six). If they could not settle in the W s  permanently, as they hoped, they could 
at least expect government assistance for the period of transition and turmoil. 

By late 1881 the government had tentatively decided to close Fort Walsh, and 
officials encouraged all bands to leave the area. The American government was guard- 
ing the border carefully, wary of the role of British Indians in horse theh and in 
council with American relations. Only the Lingering buffalo trade, and its spin off in 
the whiskey trade, provided a policy reason for keeping it open. By 1882 the govem- 
meot was actively moving people out of Walsh, cutting back tations to encourage 
them to go to reserves near Forts Battleford, Pin, and Qu'AppeUe. By 1883 they were 
refusing to pay annuities or issue rations, and bands which returned to Walsh were 
compelled to leave." 

The OTC summarized the impact of these conditions on the populations, 
livelihoods, and interrelationships of a number of bands in the Qu'Appelle 
Valley and the Cypress Hills - including Kahkewistahaw, Cowessess (Little 
Child), Kakisheway (Loud Voice) and Chacachas, Sakimay, Nekaneet (Fore- 
most Man), and Piapot: 

There are some common points which can be made about all of the bands above: 

60 Olfiie of lhc Trea~ Commissioner. "KahkeWml,aw Special Repon: Sumep and Demographics, Crwked lakes 
Resolver. 1876-1884." May 1995. pp. 1-3 (ICC Exhibit 5). 
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I .  The process of adhering to treaty and taking muities was gradual over the first 
few years. Smce most of the bands were nomadic, not everyone appeared each year in 
the place of payment. The decision to take annuity payments was a decision made by 
each family, As a result of the gradual adhesions, the populations recorded on the 
annuity lists began to peak around 1879. 

2. With the exception of Sakimay, these bands did not begin settling rn reserves until 
1880-1881. . . . After Agent McDonald persuaded the other bands to settle on reserve 
in late summer 1880, at the time that Patrick was doing his surveys, they began to 
plan for seeding in the spring of 1881. Still, conditions were not tight for many of 
them to stay on reserve. 

3. Although it has not been included in the above descriptions to any extent, h e  
government also realized that large numbers of people in destitute conditions could 
lead to an increase of other problems: horse raiding, theft, and even assaults on 
outsiders. They feared that the gathering of Indians and half-breeds might lead to riot 
or mass insurrection; they were aware that the police and agents were outnumbered 
even though the Indians were weakened by loss of horses (by raids from other 
groups), the codlscation of ammunition and supplies by American troops, and ill 
health. Indeed the Indians did call periodic councils to discuss what to do; Little Pine, 
Big Bear, and Piapot particularly exerted iduence m these areas. They also realized 
the power of numbers: 

In the spring of 1881, Cree bands from al l  regions of the Canadian prairies leh 
their reserves to go south to meet with Little Pine and Big Bear. Even the new 
bands Dewdney had created were going to the council in American territoty. What 
was also disconcerting to Canadian officials were the reports that Big Bear and 
tittle P ie ,  who had gone to Montana to prepare for the council, had reached an 
accommodations [sic] with the Blacldoot and had participated in a joint raid 
against the Crow (Tobias 1983: 529). 

The council which Tobias described was not held because the American militaty 
began to force Canadian Indians to return over the border. Still, such plans kept 
people moving; the councils which did occur involved the fulfilment of treaty rights by 
the government and the unpredictability of government actions in implementing the 
terms of the bargains struck. In the spring of 1881, in the Battleford District, rumours 
that soldiers were coming to the area caused many people to go south, apparently, as 
did the hopes of participating in a buffalo hunt. 

4. Because of the poor economic conditions, and the climate of uncertainty regarding 
government policy, some leaders were able to command large followings, taking 
members away from the other, smaller bands. The tremendous growth in Piapot's 
band membership in 1881 shows this; he attracted followers from bands both in the 
Qu'AppeUe and Battleford districts, possibly through promises like the one Foremost 
Man reported. In 1881 the combined population of the Little Pine and Lucky Man 
bands rose to 1587 from 1139 in 1880, and only 795 in 1879. The populations of 
these bands dropped dramatically in 1883, after they left Fort Walsh; some of the 
members rejoined other bands. 

61 



The movement of people from one band to another, and from one place of pay- 
ment to another, and from one hunting site to another was widespread during this 
period among those bands still in transition from a hunting and trading economy to a 
sedentary agricultural one. It was one of the responses which people made to the 
situation, as was the choice of whether indeed to take annuity payments. In 1881, 
before annuity payments were made, many people made the choice to leave their 
reserves for the hunt, and to hold council with their relatives. Some joined chiefs Like 
Pipot and Little Pine who proposed that larger numbers of people, with annuities 
and supplies combined, could exert more intluence both in the Tenilnries and the 
U.S. Some probably perished from malnutrition or one of the diseases prevalent at the 
t i e .  . . . [TI he population drops in 1881 were part of an immediate concentration of 
people from the nomadic bands in a few large groups, followed by dispersal and the 
gradual diminishing of populations as bands settled on r e s e ~ e . ~ '  

Several historical documents presented to the Commission support the 
OTC's analysis. Fist, the treaty annuity paylists for the various Qn'AppeUe 
Valley bands (except Sakimay) clearly show fluctuating population figures in 
the years following treaty. Initially the numbers grew as more Indians 
adhered to treaty and sought annuities. After cresting in 1879 and 1880, the 
populations dropped sharply in 1881 and 1882 as individuals pursuing the 
hunt or seeking greater security or bargaining power in negotiations with the 
government gravitated towards bands like Piapot and Nekaneet in the Cypress 
Hills. Finally, the numbers grew again after 1882 when the Indians were 
encouraged to leave the Cypress Hills to return to their reserves and take up 
agriculture. These population changes are summarized in Table 

61 Office of the TreaR. Commissioner, "Kahkewislahaw Special Repan: Survep and Demographics. Croaked laken 
Reserves, 1876.1884: Mav 1995, pp. 12-13 (ICC Fxhibit 5). 

62 There were several wurce;oi oooulation d m  in evldence before the Commision. includine office of the TreaN 
Commlsrioner, "l(ahkewimha& 'Specid Repan: Surveys and Demographrcs, crooked lakes Reserver, 1 8 7 6  
1884." May 1995, Appendix I (ICC Exhibit 5);  Ian D Gny,  Counsel, DlAND Legd Services. Specific Uahr 

Kahkewistahaw First Nation. Pebmaq 16. 1996, khedule 1 (~apulalion of ffihkewiutahaw. Ochapowace, m d  
Cowessesr h u e d  on pay%% (without arrears)) and Schedule U (Population of Uahkewislahaw, Ochapowace. 
~ l . d  Cuuew+<? o&<d 4s yl\ll\l >nth urem,, S#~om.jiion, ,n Bchill 11 ice 1;uwrnmrnl t:orla. Fe0r.m 
15 ,  IWl, 2 r ,charts enulled ' IW~neu~n%nau Llrncl Pc.pda<ion Mac h$l.$t and t h h t i m r i u h ~ w  n ~ n c  
P ~ o u l a t ~ j n  l o d ~ J , ~ a e  tbrzntr.., I .  't:c.ues<ci, Ban, Y u ~ ~ l a t l o n  IX't-1955' tlble, ICC t 1 .u3~ t !1  
 ha ha paw ace" ( t lblej  (ICC E h i b i ; ~ ~ ) .  The shaded areas $thin Table I dkipnarerearr inwhich s ie f lcan i  
drrcrebancie &I be'&" the population figures or numbers ol absentees or Greaysin Appendix I ofihe OTC 
rcl'or! \Ew\nioa 5, mJ lhc cllmerpondmg $Mr., .n Lh.oll l j  ,IOhiuwslahaw bhlbtl  11 C ~ . U P , ~ F ~ \  . UIC 
E i ~ o a  !? Ucnapou?c~~ Thc table rctlcrct the a \B t  popo.lLam lrom lpprnda  1 oi the OTx: rrpon,  n:,:c 
.he,< !murr.r uc hc ,nh ,,net thlt ,nou 1 nregdoun c i  IX I L I C Z L L O ~ ~  *"ere .nJu?d.:rl\ >rere i r ~ ~  w s  I ic 
vanow"~ands. The absentees and arrears have been obtained from E~hibirr 15. 21. and 22 (alth&eh it rhouid 
be noted that there i8 no endenee iegarding absentees and mean for Pinpoi and Nehneet and i o  endence 
regarding absentees for Cowersesr and Ochapowace before the Commioioo). The totals, including absenlees 
and arrears, are the sums of the foregoing figures, which, in most cases except the shaded areas an the [able, 
conerpood dosely with the told figures in Erhibm 15, 21, and 22. 
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TABLE 1 

population Trends, 1874-83 



I N D I A N  CLAIMS C O M M I S S I O N  P R O C E E D I N G S  

It should be emphasized that the figures in Table 1 are reproduced here as 
evidence of trends only and should not be taken as this Commission's deter- 
mination of the specific population for any given band in any particular year. 

The numbe~s of individuals in these bands paid in locations other than 
Fort Walsh and Maple Creek (excluding absentees and arrears) rose to 1014 
in 1879, dropped to 460 in 1881, and increased to 1627 in 1883. Similarly, 
the number of people paid with Kahkewistahaw at Fort Qu'AppeUe and Fort 
Ellice grew to 430 or 431 in 1880, diminished to 186 in 1881 and 160 in 
1882, and grew to 274 in 1883. At the same time, the number of individuals 
paid with all five bands in Fort Walsh and Maple Creek reached a maximum 
of 2128 in 1881 (when the numbers outside the Cypress Hills were at their 
lowest ebb), but dropped to none in 1883 when Canada decided to discour- 
age Indians from residing at Fort Walsh by refusing to pay annuities or pro- 
vide rations there. As Dewdney wrote in early 1882: 

I have thought it expedient to send Mr. Peter Erasmus to Fort Walsh to see the Indians 
in that neighbourhood and explain to them the necessity of their moving to their 
several resemes, as has been urged by you since your return from the East. I wish the 
Indians to understand that no payments will be made at Fort W&h in the future, and 
it is expected that they will join their respective Chiefs and be paid with them. . . . 

It ha been reported that ButFalo are coming north in considerable numbers. 
Should such be the case I fear it will be dficult to induce the hunters to come north 
and leave the plains, nor can we expect it. 

The Indians however should be informed that the responsibility of remaining out 
must rest with them, that no supplies will be kept at Fort Walsh and that when the 
hunt is over they will be expected to do as desired by the Government, viz. return to 
their several reserves."' 

Dewdney's instructions to Erasmus were equally explicit: 

You are aware that the Government has been most anxious that the Indians south join 
their proper bands and return north. Your personal knowledge of the northern hdi- 
ans will no doubt aid you in obtaining this end. You will take with you the pay-lists of 
1879 which will assist your memory Any families whom you may find have left their 
own proper Chiefs and joined others, you will inform that it is imperative before they 
receive any more annuity money, that they re-join their proper Chiefs. . . . 

63 E. Detudney, Indian Commissioner, la Colonel lnine, Commissioner. NWMP, May 30, 1882, N& RC LO. voi. 
3744, file 2'306-2 (ICC Documents, pp. 361, 363) 
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In order that the Indians south may have sufficient time to return to their respec- 
tive bands, I have decided to pay the annuity money some what later than heretofore, 
say about September next." 

Another source that corroborates the evidence of the OTC regarding 
Kahkewistahaw's population changes is the 1881 year-end report by Dewdney 
to the Superintendent General of Indian Affairs. Dewdney detailed the efforts 
to encourage the Indians to settle on their reserves following the decimation 
of the buffalo north of the 49th parallel: 

I have the honour to submit my Report on Indian matters in the Noah-West Territo- 
ries and Manitoba, for the year ending 1881. . . . 

I am glad to be able to state that during the last season, the efforts made by the 
Government to induce a greater number of the wild Indians to remain on their 
Resetves and work, has not been without success; while in certajn districts, where 
active interest has been taken by the agents in charge, and where the chiefs have 
realized the advantages to be derived from Uling the soil, a very marked progress has 
been made. 

The surrender of "Sitting Bull" early in the summer; the visit of His Excellency the 
Governor General to the Territo~ies; the return of a large number of our own Indians 
from the South, where most of them had been for nearly hvo (2) years; and the 
advent of the buffalo in large numbers, have rendered the past year an eventful one 
for the Indians. . . . 

At this time the report of buffalo coming north in large numbers was found to be 
correct, and it was thought advisable, under those circumstances, to pay the Indians 
their annuities and give them an opportunity of securing leather and sinews of both of 
which they were in great need. From that time to this a number of our Indians have 
been supporting themselves from the hunt, thus relieving the Government to some 
extent from the compulsoty issue of large quantities of food supplies to the destitute, 
but it is vely questionable whether the saving thus effected will in the end prove 
beneficial. I see no means by which we can prevent the Indians following butfalo if 
they come within easy reach as long as they have horses, guns and ammunition, 
neither do 1 think it would be advisable to force them to their reserves while there is 
a chance that they may make a living by hunting, as we are not in a position to set 
them all to work, and the result would be that we would be compelled to feed them 
and get norhing in return; in the meantime, land is being broken up on the reserves, 
and when the buffalo disappear and they are compelled to settle down, we will be in a 
better position to receive them. . . . 

We evpect that large numbers of Indians who are now in the south but who belong 
to the reserves in the north, will r a m  this year to their reservations in the western 
portion of Treaty 4, which includes Qu'AppeUe, Crooked Lake, File Hills, Touchwood 

64 E Dewdnev, Indian Commisr~oner, to Peler Erarmus, Indian Departmenl Specla1 Sewice, May 30, 1882, N,i, RG 
10, vol. 3744. Gle 29506.2 (ICC Documents, p. 364) 



Hills and Quill lake, and settle, and we will be compelled to keep a large staff of 
assistants to instruct them; but as on many of these reserves there are now numben 
of Indian families who are comfortable, and who have taken to cultivating their 
ground, I anticipate no &culty in inducing those who come in to work6+ 

Further support for the OTC's analysis is found in two letters which con- 
firm the return of many of Kahkewistahaw's people to the reserve. The first 
was written by Indian Agent McDonald to Assistant Indian Commissioner E.T. 
Galt in June 1882: 

I have the honor to report that on my return of the 10th instant, I found the Indians 
under Mr. English Lrom Ft. Walsh District had arrived the night previous. . . . 

They numbered, as far as 1 was able to arrive at: 

Assiniboines, Long Lodge 97 souls 
" The Man that took the coat 157 

Cree Coweses (tittle Child) (Crooked Lake) 85 
Ka-ki-wis-ta-haw (Crooked Lake) 33 
Pe-pe-k-sis (Fie Hills) 53 

Stragglers, Touchwd. Hills Res. (File W s )  2& 
in all about As 

b-ki-wis-ta-haw's pany was picked up on their way in from Wood Mauntilin in a 
starving condition. They had but a few horses and one cart, and it was fortunate for 
them that they feu in with English's parfi." 

In the second letter, the Inspector Indian Agencies and Superintendent 
Indian Fms ,  J.P. Wadsworth, updated Dewdney on the progress that had 
been made by Kahkewistahaw by 1883: 

Early upon the morning of May 5th altho a snow storm prevailed the Indian Agent, the 
Fanning Instmctor (Mr. Setter) and myself Grst visited Ka-ka-wis-tahaw's reserve, a 
distance of 8 miles, this Band are farming in a maguficent gully between "Round" 
and ''Crooked" lakes, they were not at work on account of the arrival of their friends: 
in an interview with the Chief and his Headmen they asked for a schoolmaster, a 
resident farming instructor, and that the Doctor should visit them oftener, they also 
asked for more work oxen: the Band only came from the Plains last year, they have 

65 E. Dewdney, hdiin Commissioner. lo Superintendent Gene4 of Indim Atlain. Janunly 1, 1882 (ICC Docu- 
mens, pp. 348-49). 

66 A. McDonald, Indian Agent, to E.Y. Gall, hsislaot Indian Comrnisr~oner. June 20, 1882. N.4, RG LO, vol. 3744, 
Gle 29506.2 (ICC Documens, p. 367). 
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16 dwellings and already had 12 acres wheat sown: the work had all been done by 
Indians and was weU performed!' 

Regarding the return of Kahkewistahaw members to the Qu'AppeUe Valley 
in 1882 and 1883, Kenneth Tyler observed: 

A few families from the Band had settled on the Reserve in 1880, but most did not 
abandon life on the Plains until 1882. In 1883, several more Band members came in 
from Cypress Hills. Although Foremost Man's Band was expected to settle with 
Kahkewistahaw's people, this was not to be. The majority of that Band stubbody 
resisted Government pressure and remained near the Cypress Ws." 

Peggy Martin-Brizinski of the OTC testdied on the same point: 

By late 1881 there is a tentative decision to close Port Walsh. The reason for that is a 
couple of things, one of them was they felt that if they closed the Ion that they would 
force people to leave that area and lo go back to the reserves in the Qu'AppeUe and 
Battleford Districts. The other reason was pressure from the American government 
because Fort Walsh was so close to the border it was son of a jumping off point to get 
down to the iMilk River area, and the American military was actively inten'ening to 
discourage the British Indians from coming down below the border. 

So pressure from the American government was one of the factors which led them 
to consider closing that. They also had a very active buffalo-whisky trade which they 
were quite concerned about as well, flourishing in that area. So they wanted to get 
people out of that area, and they were also depleting the game and fish resources 
there too, they were having great ditllculty keepiug people alive. 

So in 1882 they begin to force people to move out of that region and in 1882 the 
majority of the bands leave in the spring and many of them are back by the fall, not 
yet in the position to be able to farm and being lured by the possibility of buffalo in 
that area, the hope that they were going to come back, and the promise of rations. 

In 1883 another push to [move] the people out and the majority of people go to 
their reserves and stay after 1883. So you see a lot of people, the populations are - or 
the issue of new adherents - or sony, landless transfers - in a lot of the band 
research it becomes quite prominent around '83 and '84, you see people going back 
onto reserves and adding to the population there. 

So there is a lot of pressure to keep people out of that particular region and they 
close down Foa Walsh and quit paying annuities or rations out of that post. The only 
bands that remain down there is [sicINikaneet and Foremost ktdn. . . ." 

I' I I' U i . i \uorl .  I r  cpe;rdr 1,. u n  i:r:l..ei u:d > U P ~ P ? ~ ~ ~ ~ C I I I  ln:.-~. k ~ r n i ,  11  E I I r \11-d Inc111. C. IIIIII. ,. 
>I Ms 5 .  I w j  \I K.; 1) .o l  ) U I J  i l e  -.i! :>I I h'i llc..~:-rar, bp i -> ' -  hllpau,, 3 l l b J  ,, K P I I A ~ L ~  T\.rr l l l ~  .o\ornmr! I ,I :ull:l i n J  Kuweu l ru l \ au  8~n.t ..I lxcl u i t  I I. Chtl>~l , 

69 ICC ~ransiripl, hlq 2 5 ,  1995. pp. 333-35 (Pew Martin-8rizinsk) 
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In summary, the decline in the numbers of buffalo contributed to the lack 
of food, the prevalence of disease, and the discord among Indian people as 
to whether they should choose the traditional hunting pursuits or a sedentaq 
agricultural lifestyle on the reserve. These factors, in turn, led to high levels 
of migration among bands from the signing of Treaty 4 in 1874 until the 
closing of Fort Walsh in 1883. In 1881 and 1882, in particular, this pattern 
of migration resulted in record populations at Fort Walsh and significantly 
reduced populations in the Qu'AppeUe Valley, as many people apparently 
decided at that time to leave their reserves to pursue a traditional way of life. 
In 1883 and the following years, after the government stopped paying annui- 
ties or providing rations at Fort Walsh, many people clearly rejoined 
Kahkewistahaw and other bands on their reserves, but it appears that some 
people remained in the Cypress W s  and were eventually recognized as a 
separate band under Nekaneet. It is against h s  turbulent backdrop that we 
must determine whether Canada satisfied its obligation to survey a reserve for 
the Kahkewistahaw First Nation under Treaty 4. 

Nekaneet 
The references by Kenneth Tyler and the OTC to Nekaneet are significant in 
this inquiry because Canada submitted that many of the individuals included 
in Xahkewistahaw's claim "received a significant treaty land entitlement set- 
tlement" with Nekaneet in 1992 and should not be included in Kahkewis- 
tahaw's population count. 

According to the OTC research panel: 

Foremost Man, or Nekaneet, or Front Man was the leader of a band which [was] paid 
separately for only two years, 1881 and 1882. Necanete, or Goes Before, was paid 
with Kahkewistahaw in 1875, and in 1876 seems m have been the head of a group 
paid at Fort Walsh. He was not with the band at Qu'AppeUe in 1877 or 1878, but he 
appeared again with the band at Fort Walsh in 1879 and in 1880. In 1881 he headed 
his own band of 428 people at Fort Walsh; this diminished to 300 in 1882. Some of 
the Flying Round faction who were paid separately from Kahkewistahaw in 1880 
under the Headman Manitoucan joined [Nekaneet] in 1881, as did people from other 
bands such as Piapot, Cowessess, Little Black Bear, Kakisheway, and Peepeekesis 
(Sparrow Hawk). 

The band was denied annuity payments after 1882 because they refused, in the 
spring of 1882, to leave Fort Walsh and take a reserve elsewhere. . . . 

The band remained in the Cypress Hiis, and [because annuity payments were 
denied after 18821 its composition over the years can only be derived from oral 
histoly. The government believed that most of the members were stragglers from 
other bands, and that they should return to their own reserves for payment. it does 



appear from genealogy done with band members that people did join Foremost Wan 
from the US., from Piipot, from some of the Qu'AppeUe bands, and from Mosquito 
and Red Pheasant bands in the Battleford D ' i t r i ~ t . ~  

The OTC also made the following observations in its 1994 report: 

Kahkewisfahaw shows a similar pattern of movement. The population in 1879 was 
339, and up to 430 in 1880. In 1881 it is only 186, insufficient for a survey of land 
for 365 people. Nelson would not have been surveying for a population as recorded 
in the paylists for that year; again, he would have known that many people had left in 
that year. We know that some went to Pormost Man, and others probably were 
among the large group of stragglers at Fort Walsh and Maple Creek that year. The 
split away ofFormst Man probably accuunfs for the failure ofthepopulation to 
relum to the pre-I881 size, but this permanent loss could not have been predicted 
by the surveyor." 

Kenneth Tyler testified that "there were a substantial number of people in 
the Nikaneet Band that had been associated with the Kahkewistahaw Band; 
he also noted that Nekaneet's following was derived from "a large number 
of. . . bands" and arose out of the "general distress and turmoil" which 
accompanied the disappearance of the buffalo.72 

Historical correspondence shows that Canada for many years viewed 
Nekaneet's followers as stragglers from other bands and refused to recognize 
Nekaneet himself as anything more than a headman: 

1 have the honor to report that the Indians now encamped in the Cbpress Hills ,and 
along the Railmad in that vicinity lately sent one Joseph Tanner, an intelligent and 
weU to do Indian, to interview me with the intention of endeavoring to obtain permis- 
sion to select a Reselve adjacent to Maple Creek. Among the reasons advanced by 
them were that it was their country where they had long resided and they had through 
their representative "Frontman" been promised land in the neighborhood some years 
ago by a Departmental Official. 

In replying I stated that their request could not be granted on the following 
ground: 

3. That the Indians petitioning have no fight to show why they should be granted a 
Reserve either at Cypress or any other point as they are not members of any one Band 

m Oltice oi $he T r a y  Comm~ssiooer, ~'bhkewlitahaw Special Repon: Suneys and Demographics. Crooked Lakes 
Reremr. 1876~1884," Ma" 1995, p. 9 (LCC Evhibi: 5 ) .  

i l  Ofice of ihe Tmty Commctaoner, ,'Survqe of the bhkulahaiv Reserve,'' March 19. 1994, p. 6 !ICC 
L~hihit 2). 

7 2  ICC Innscript. May 34. 1995, pp 80-81 (Kenneth T$eil 



but stragglers from a number of Bands. Besides which Foremost Man is not a Chief 
and had never been paid as such. 

4.  That nearly atl, if not a l l  his followers have been claimed by other Chiefs as belong- 
ing to them. . . . 

6. That many of the petitioners have already been allotted lands in Reserves already 
surveyed on which are senled the bands to which they at one time claimed allegiance 
and of course cannot receive land a second time in another part of the country. 

7. That many of these Indians have been paid with their bands and even last payment 
a number now petitioning were paid in the Qu'AppeUe district and such a changing 
about cannot be authorized, otherwise endless trouble and confusion would ensue." 

The importance of the Nekaneet "connection" relates to the final popula- 
tion count for the Kahkewistahaw First Nation for treaty land entitlement pur- 
poses, and raises certain questions about which First Nation - Kahkewis- 
tahaw or Nekaneet - should be entitled to claim particular individuals as 
members for the purpose of quantifying treaty land entitlement. Ultimately, 
the issue of which, if any, members of Nekaneet are to be included or 
excluded for the purposes of calculating Kahkewistahaw's treaty land entitle- 
ment must be addressed. Before we can consider that issue, however, we 
must establish whether Kahkewistahaw has a valid claim, first, by determining 
the date on which its treaty land entitlement is to be calculated, and, second, 
by identifying the base paylist that should be used in making that calculation. 

7 3  E. Dewdney. CommLssioner of Indian hitairs, lo Superinlendeni Cenenl of Indian AEatrr, December LO, IRU. 
pp 1-3 (ICC E~hibit  29). 
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PART I11 

ISSUES 

Although Canada and Kahkewistahaw did not prepare an agreed statement of 
issues for this inquiry, the concerns identified by them are strikingly similar. 
The main dispute is whether Canada set aside enough reserve land for 
Kahkewistahaw under the terms of Treaty 4. In the Commission's view, how- 
ever, to address this claim properly, we must answer the following three 
questions: 

Issue 1 What is the appropriate date for calculating Kahkewistahaw's treaty 
land entitlement? 

Issue 2 What is Kahkewistahaw's population for treaty land entitlement 
purposes? 

Issue 3 Has the First Nation established, pursuant to Article 17 of the Sas- 
katchewan Treaty Land Entitlement Framework Agreement, an out- 
standing treaty land entitlement on the same or substantidy the 
same basis as the Entitlement Bands, which are party to the Frame- 
work Agreement? 

Kahkewistahaw's position on these issues is that the appropriate date for 
calculating treaty land entitlement was 1880 and, therefore, the 1880 treaty 
annuity paylist ought to be used to determine the First Nation's population for 
entitlement purposes. Kahkewistahaw also submitted that, even if the Com- 
mission should conclude that 1881 was the First Nation's entitlement date, 
the 1880 paylist should nevertheless be used as the "base paylist" to deter- 
mine the entitlement population. According to the First Nation's treaty annuity 
paylist analysis, the entitlement population (not including "late additions," 
such as new adherents to treaty and transfers from landless bands) was 452. 
Since Canada set aside enough land for only 365 people, Kahkewistahaw 
asserted in its submissions to the Commission that there is an outstanding 
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shortfall of land in the amount 'of 11,040 acres7* However, although it 
acknowledged that the question of "late additions" was being dealt with in 
the Fort McKay and Kawacatoose inquiries, the First Nation also noted that it 
does not accept Canada's position that "late additions" are not to be counted 
for treaty land entitlement purposes. Therefore, in its earlier request to 
Canada to have its claim accepted for negotiation, Kahkewistahaw also sought 
treaty land for 145 "late additions," which led to a cumulative entitlement 
population of 597 and an overall shortfall of 29,600 acres.75 

Canada, on the other hand, asserted that the appropriate date for calculat- 
ing Kahkewistahaw's treaty land entitlement was the August 20, 1881, date on 
the survey plan for IR 72. Further, Canada took the view that "the August 4, 
1881 paylist (which lists 186 individuals) provides the best evidence of the 
Band's population at the Date of Wst Survey (DOFS)."76 According to 
Canada's analysis, the First Nation received a substantial surplus of land 
because the population at date of first survey was only 186, but Canada set 
aside sufficient land for 365 people. 

The Commission's tasks in this report, then, are, first, to identify a sound 
legal and policy approach to these questions and, second, to apply that 
approach to the unique facts and circumstances that surround the survey of 
the Kahkewistahaw reserves. 

By admission of the parties, the third issue in this inquiry is identical to an 
issue which was recently argued before us by the same counsel in the treaty 
land entitlement claim of the Kawacatoose First Nation. We note that it was 
after the oral submissions were heard by the Commission in this inquiry that 
the Commission released its report on the Kawacatoose inquiry." The parties 
did not have an opportunity to review that report in making their submissions 
in this case, but agreed to rely on the submissions made by the parties in the 
Kawacatoose inquiry in addressing this issue. 

~~~~~~~, c r  - , . .  . , 
prepaid bv FUipopar & Compap, & i d  ( l ~ ~ ~ o c u m e n t s ,  pp. 64-73). 

76 Submissions on Belialt of the Government of Canada, F e b r u q  15, 1996, p. I. 
77 Indian Claims Commission, ffia,a,acataase Firs1 ,\'ation Reporl on Tmafy Land Enlitlemenl 1 n y . i ~  (Omwa. 

March 196) 



PART N 

ANALYSIS 

ISSUE 1: DATE FOR CALCULATING TREATY LAND ENTITLEMENT 

What is the appropriate date for calculating Kahkewistahaw's treaty land 
entitlement? 

The essential question in this inquiry is whether Canada satisfied its obliga- 
tions under Treaty 4 by setting aside sufficient reserve land for the Kahkewis- 
tahaw First Nation. The reserve clause in Treaty 4 describes the process for 
establishing Indian reserves and the nature of the Crown's obligation: 

h ~ d  Her Majesy the Queen hereby agrees, through the said Commissioners, to assign 
reserves for said Indians, such reserves to be selected by officers of Her MajesQ's 
Government oE the Dominion of Canada appointed for that purpose, after conference 
with each band of the Indians, and to be of sufficient area to allow one square mile 
for each family of five, or in that proportion for larger or smaller families. . . .? 

The wording of h s  clause confirms that a band's reserve was to he set aside 
by delegated representatives of the federal government after consulting the 
hand on the preferred location of its reserve. Although the process is 
described, the treaty does not state clearly the date on which the band's 
population should be counted to determine the size of the reserve. It is there- 
fore necessary to consider certain well-defined principles of law relating to 
the interpretation of Indian treaties, and to apply those fundamental concepts 
to treaty land entitlement and to the particular circumstances of this case, to 
determine whether Canada has set aside sufficient land for Kahkewistahaw 
under Treaty 4. The Commission employed this same method in the Fort 
McKay, Kawacatoose, and Lac La Ronge inquiries. 

78 Treatj ,No. 4 betzem Her ~Wzzje~ty the Queen and the Cree andSauileaux Tribes oflndrans d l  QuXppeiie 
nnd Fort Ellice (Ottawa: Queen's Printer. 1966). 6 (LCC h h t b i t  16) 
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The difficulty in determining Kahkewistahaw's treaty land entitlement 
arises from the unique facts of this case. Not only is there considerable 
uncertainty over the date of first survey for the First Nation, hut Kahkewis- 
tahaw's population fiuctuated wildly during the critical time when IR 72 was 
surveyed. Kahkewistahaw argued that the date as of which entitlement should 
be calculated is 1880, when the paylist population of the First Nation was 
430, based on the First Nation's paylist research. Canada contended that 
Kahkewistahaw's entitlement date was 1881 - when the paylist population 
plummeted to 186 - because the survey of IR 72 was commenced in 1880 
but not completed until the following year. Since Kahkewistahaw received a 
reserve allocation sufficient for 365 people in the 1881 survey, choosing one 
date over the other will result in either a significant outstanding treaty land 
entitlement owed by Canada or a finding that the Crown has completely dis- 
charged its treaty obligations to provide land to the Kahkewistahaw First 
Nation. 

Principles of Treaty Land Entitlement 
iU the outset the Commission must consider whether the population of a 
band on the date of first survey or the date of selection of reserve laud 
should be used to calculate its treaty land entitlement. It should be noted that 
the Kahkewistahaw First Nation assumed for the purposes of the present 
inquiry that the date-of-first-survey approach is the appropriate method of 
calculating treaty land entitlement. Nevertheless, Kahkewistahaw also ques- 
tioned the fundamental premise of the date-of-first-survey approach by 
asserting that the date of selection rather than the date of survey is the more 
appropriate point within the survey process for determining entitlement. 
Counsel argued that this is the logical conclusion when the terms of Treaty 4 
are interpreted in light of the surrounding historical context and the six 
established principles enunciated by the courts on the interpretation of 
Indian treaties. These principles have been concisely restated in the Office of 
the Treaty Commissioner's Report and Recommendations on Treaty Land 
Entitlement: 

I. The treaty should be given a fair, large and liberal construction in favour of the 
hdians. 

! Trr~ues must be u~r~tstrurd !art accorhng ro the techcal  m r m q  ~ r f  thew words. 
I I U I  ut ihr. sense t h ~ l  iht.) u~,uld natur311! he un~lentcud h) the 111Jims 

3. As the honour of the Crown is always involved, no appearance of "sharp dealing' 
should be sanctioned. 
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i .ay m h t g u i ~  in wording should he inlerpreted as agdinsr the dnhers ad should 
nor be inlerpr~~lrd lo ihr prejodtre of the indims tf mother construction is re3- . . 
sonably posiible. 

5 .  Evidence by conduct or otherwise as to how the parties undelstood the treaty is of 
assistance in giving it content. 

6. The treaty was made with Indians not bands, ami an examination of the treaty as a 
whole indicates that most terms are intended to treat individual Indians equally, 
and bands in propor(ion to their populatim.'9 

The principles identified in the three treaty land entitlement inquiries con- 
ducted by the Commission in relation to the Fort McKay, Kawacatoose, and 
Lac La Ronge First Nations provide a useful starting point for the analysis in 
this case. Those principles were based upon a thorough review of the limited 
case authority on treaty land entitlement and, more significantly, upon the 
established rules relating to the interpretation of Indian treaties. 

In its previous decisions, the Commission has reasoned that the quantum 
of land a band is entitled to receive to satisfy its treaty land entitlement 
should, as a general rule, be based on the band's population at the time of 
the first survey. As we stated in the Fort McKay report: 

2 The treaty conferred upon every Indian an entitlement to land exercisable either as 
a member oi a band or individually by taking land in severalty. In the case of 
Indians who were members of a band, that entitlement qstallized at the time 
ofthe jirsl survey oJthe reserve. The quantum of land to which the band was 
entitied in that first sutvey is a question of fact, determined on the basis of the 
actual band membership - including band members who were absent on the date 
of first survey" 

What is difficult in each case is determining when the first survey took place 
and who the members of the band were at the time. 

In the Lac La Ronge inquiry, the Commission interpreted the reserve 
clause in Treaty 6 and considered a number of possible dates and 
approaches for calculating treaty land entitlement, including the date of 
treaty, the date of selection, the date of first survey, and the current date. 
Although the wording of the reserve clause in Treaty 6 (signed in 1876) is 

79 Ciiff Wright, Treary Commirrioner, Report and Recommendations on Treaty Land Entitiernml (Saskatche~ 
wan. Ma" 19Wj. id. 

80 h d i m  Claims Commission. Fon ,Uckky First >Nation Reporl on Treaty Land Enlitiemenl inquip (Ottawa, 
Defenlber IWi) ,  repr (1996) 5 ICCP 3 at 53. Emphais added. It should be noted that, unlike Treaty 6. Treaty 
4 does not allow lor land to be pravlded in severalty. However, the general principle providing lor the quvllum 
of land to be determined at the time of the first survey s sinliar under there wo aeaties, in our .eru. 
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not identical to that contained in Treaty 4, the two are substantially similar. 
Treaty 6 provides that "the Chief Superintendent of Indian Affairs shall depute 
and send a suitable person to determine and set apart the reserves for each 
Band, after consulting with the Indians thereof as to the locality which may 
be found to be most suitable for them."8' After considering the various 
options for calculating entitlement, the Commission made the following con- 
clusions about the interpretation of the reserve clause: 

In our view, the wording of the treaty and the surrounding historical context sug- 
gest that the pa-ties intended to cany out the selection and survey of reserves within a 
short time following trealy to avoid conflicts with settlers over land selections. Despite 
the absence of cleat wording in the treaty or detinitive policy guidelines on treaty land 
entitlement, the general practice of Indian Hairs was to calculate the amount of land 
to be set aside by counting the number of band members on the most recent treaty 
annuity paylist available to the field surveyor at the time of the survey. If the patties 
had intended to use the populations of Indian bands at the time of the treaty to 
determine land entitlement, this could have been easily accomplished by attaching a 
schedule to the treaty listing the respective population figures for each band that 
signed treaty The fact hat Indian ABairs lacked reliable information on band popula- 
tion Ggures at the time of treaty suggests that such an interpretation was not intended 
by the parties. . . . 

In our view, the most reasonable interpretation of the reserve clause is that every 
waty Indian is entitled to be counted - once - for treaty land entitlement polposes, 
and that the parties intended to determine the size of Indian reserves by reference to 
a band's population on or before the date of first survey. This interpretation is sup- 
ported by the wording of the reserve clause itself, by the statements made by the 
parties during the treaty negotiations, and by the subsequent conduct of the patties 
relating to the selection and survey of reserves. We reiterate that this conclusion is 
consistent with the principles outlined in the Commission's Fort McKay and Kawa- 
catoose Reports. These reports provide that all treaty Indians, including "late addi- 
tions," are entitled to be counted for entitlement purposes, even if they join a band 
after its full land entitlement has been set aside. 

In general, we agree with the statement in the I983 [ODce of Native Claim 
Historical Research Guidelines for Treaty Land Entitlement Claims/ that, 
"although the treaties do not clearly identify the dnte for which a hand'spopula- 
tion base is to be determined for the land quantum calculations the most reason- 
able date is not later than the date ofprst survey of land." Depending on the 
facts of any given care, it may be necessary to consider many questions in select- 
ing the date on which a band'spopulation should be assessed, including the spe- 

81 For cornpar* purposes, the wording of the reserve clause m Trealy 4 e set our on pager 14 and 59 aE this 
repon. 
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cific t m  of treaty, the circumstances surrounding the selection of land by the 
hand, delays in the suwey of treaty [and, and the reasomfor those delaysu 

Taking into account its findings and recommendations in the Fort McKay 
and Kawacatoose inquiry reports, the Commission summarized its findings on 
the nature and extent of the Crown's obligations by setting out six principles, 
which provide a useful analytical approach for dealing with treaty land enti- 
tlement claims: 

1 The purpose and intention of the treaty is that each band is entitled to 128 acres of 
land for each member of the band, and every treaty lndian is entitled to be counted 
in an entitlement calculation as a member of a band. 

2 For a band without reserves, the quantum of land entitlement ctystallizes no 
later than the date of the first survey and shall be based on the actual band 
membership, including band members who were absent at the time of the 
J w w y .  

3 if the band received its full land entitlement at date of fint survey, Canada's treaty 
obligations are satisfied, subject to the principle that "late additions" are entitled to 
be counted for entidement purposes. 

4 If a band did not receive its full entitlement at the date of first survey, or if a new or 
additional shortfall arose as a result of "late additions" joining the band after first 
survey, the b,md has an outstanding treaty entitlement to the shortfall acreage, and 
Canada must provide at least this amount of land in order to discharge its obliga- 
tion to provide reserve lands under treaty. 

i c:ullrl.t , iulure III  provid~ the full ldnd enutletnmt I! h t v  ill iirit sun.c)., or s~lbsr- 
<~l~r t~ t l \  IU D ~ O V ~ ~ P  . ; I I ~ ~ C I V ~ I  3d~lluunal land 111 iulfil .my new t rem Imd entidement . . 
arising by iirtue of "late additions" joining the band k e r  first su'rvey, constitutes a 
breach of the treaty and a corresponding breach of fiduciaq obligation. A breach 
of treaty or fiduciary obligation can give rise to an equitable obligation to provide 
restitution to the band. 

6 Natural increases or decreases in the band's population after the date of first sur- 
vev have no bearing on the amount of land owed to the band under the terms of 

While the Commission has not completely ruled out the possibility that 
other dates might be more appropriate depending on particular facts in other 
cases, we continue to endorse the general principle that the population on 
the date of first survey should be used to calculate treaty land entitlement 

82 Indian Claimr Commission, Lac La Roo e Indian Band Report on Treat." Land Enlillenrmt (Onam, March 
19961, rep( (1996) i ICCP 135 at 3lf-17. 

83 lndian Claims Commission. lac La Rome Indian Band Reoort on Trealv Land Enlillemeni (Onaus. March 
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unless there ace unusual circumstances which would otherwise result in 
manifest unfairness. In our view, every claim must be assessed on its own 
merits, but it is also important to develop and apply a consistent set of princi- 
ples on treaty land entitlement to avoid the problems that have resulted from 
frequent changes in government practices and policies over the last century. 
Not only have these changes frustrated the settlement of outstanding entitle- 
ment claims, but the application of ad hoc and inconsistent criteria has cre- 
ated inequities and a profound sense of injustice among First Nations. 

Having identified the Commission's general principles relating to treaty 
land entitlement, we must consider whether the particular wording of Treaty 
4 or the understanding of the treaty signatories justifies an interpretation and 
approach other than date of first survey. Kahkewistahaw submitted that "the 
correct interpretation of Treaty 4 provides that the area of the reserve is to be 
determined at the time the First Nation selects a reserve and communicates 
their desire to the officers of the Crown who have been appointed for the 
purposes of assigning reserves to the Indians. . . . It is the process of selec- 
tion that determines the First Nation's Date of First Survey, not the date when 
the survey of a reserve is actually completed."" Counsel relied on the word- 
ing of Treaty 4 and the principles of treaty interpretation as support for the 
following submissions: 

(a) A fair, large and liberal interpretation of Treaty 4 indicates that it is when the 
First Nation selects a reserve that the size of the reserve was to be determined. 

(b) It would be the natural understanding of the Indians that the size of the reserve 
would be determined at the time that the reserve was selected by the First Nation 
based on the population at that time, not at some later point in time when a 
survey was concluded. 

(cl r:a~ah drdfted the terms of TrrilN 3 which \\err prejented to the Inhans on a 
uke- tor-irate-11 hbs~s. Thert!fnr~., die ,.onlrii i~rol>n.nrrrrn rule reaulrrs that 
any lack of clarity, errors or omissions in the hraitng of the terms * Treaty 4 
are to be interpreted against Canada. 

(d) Kahkewistahaw's interpretation of Treaty 4 is a reasonably [sic]constmction of 
Treaty 4. Canada's construction of Treaty 4 is clearly prejudicial to the Indians, 
therefore, Kahkewistahaw's construction should be accepted. 

(e) Canada's prior conduct has clearly indicated that the Date of First Survey is the 
date of the initial or first "selection" of land by the First Nation and certainly not 
later than the date land was "first surveyed for the First Nation with the First 
Nation's input as required by Treaty 4. 

84 Submissions on Behall ot ,he Kakhewistahaw F i s t  Nation, Februan, 16. 1%6, p. vii 



(0 Kahkewistahaw's interpretation of Treaty 4 would ensure that all Indians receive 
land and are treated equally, fairly and consistently.8' 

With respect, we do not agree with counsel for Kahkewistahaw that the 
date of selection is the proper approach to the interpretation of Treaty 4. 
First, there is nothing in the wording of the treaty or in the subsequent con- 
duct of the parties to suggest that treaty land entitlement should be calculated 
when the First Nation selected or requested land in a particular location. It is 
clear that a band's entitlement to reserve land arises upon the band signing 
or adhering to treaty. However, the quantification and location of the 
band's entitlement are not triggered until certain procedures described in the 
treaty are carried out. Under Treaty 4, "such reserves [are] to be selected 
by officers of Her Majesty's Government of the Dominion of Canada 
appointed for that purpose, after conference with each band of the Indi- 
ans." In our view, the purpose of the "conference" with the band was to 
ensure that the land to be set aside as reserve met with the approval of the 
chief and headmen and that it was suitable for its intended purpose (which 
was typically agriculture in the case of bands in southern Saskatchewan) 
However, it does not necessarily follow that the band's population on the date 
of selection should determine the size of the reserve. 

In theory, the process of setting apart a reserve should have been straight- 
forward. The band would identify the location it wanted for its reserve and 
would meet with Canada's officers - often the Indian agent or the surveyor or 
both - to communicate its choice. There would, in that sense, be a "confer- 
ence" as contemplated by Treaty 4. If Canada agreed with the band's selec- 
tion, and assuming there were no conflicting claims for the selected lands, 
steps would be taken to survey the reserve following a calculation of the 
band's entitlement. Because Indian Affairs did not maintain comprehensive 
band Lists or reliable census data until about 1951, the band's population 
would be estimated based on the best information available to the surveyor at 
that time - including paylist figures, discussions with the chief, the Indian 
agent and others, and the surveyor's own knowledge of the band. In fact, it 
was not unusual for the surveyor to provide land in excess of the band's 
paylist population in situations where the government estimated that a sub- 
stantial number of band members were absent at the time of the survey. 

85 Suhmkriani on Behaif of the K;ikhewistahaw First Nation, Februa~y 16, 1996, pp. vii-uiii 
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Based on the best information available, the surveyor would determine the 
band's population, calculate the area of land to be set aside, run survey lines 
on the ground, establish monuments to identify the area, document the work 
in field notes, complete a sutvey plan, and submit the plan to Ottawa for 
approval and registration. From the perspective of the band, members could 
accept the reserve set aside by the surveyor, either expressly by stating their 
approval or implicitly by residing on and using the reserve for their collective 
benefit. Conversely, the band might express its disapproval by objecting to 
Canada's officers or simply by refusing to live on or use the reserve as 
surveyed. 

It was only when agreement or consensus was reached between the par- 
ties to the treaty - by Canada agreeing to survey the land selected by the 
band, and by the band accepting the survey as properly defining the desired 
reserve - that the land as surveyed could be said to constitute a reserve for 
the purposes of the treaty. Therefore, the date of first survey was significant 
because, if the band accepted the surveyed land as its reserve, the completion 
and acceptance of the first survey provided evidence that both parties agreed 
that the land would be treated as an Indian reserve for the purposes of the 
treaty.86 Since the survey is important evidence of Canada's intention to estab- 
lish a reserve, it is not unreasonable to use the date on the survey plan as the 
date of first survey for entitlement calculation, provided that the completion 
of the physical survey of the reserve boundaries can be shown to have coin- 
cided roughly with the preparation of the survey plan. Once it has been con- 
cluded that a reserve has been set aside, the population must be assessed on 
this date to determine whether Canada has satisfied the band's treaty land 
entitlement. 

We are mindful of the six principles of treaty interpretation, which have 
been defined by the courts and raised by counsel for Kahkewistahaw. We do 
not agree, however, that those principles drive us inexorably to the conclu- 
sions that the Fiat Nation would have us reach. In our view, using the date of 
first survey as the operative date for calculating treaty land entitlement repre- 
sents an interpretation that is "fair, large and liberal" and accords with the 

86 For the purgoser of this inquiry, it was not necessq to consider whether a fedeni order in eound accepting 
he sunrev was reauired before a beneficial interest could vest in the reserve or witether an order in council 
was reqired to esimblish a "reserve" under the indim Act. However, it is ~nterertina to note that !he Commir- 
iion's ihterpretation is entireiy consistent with the lnterpretntion of the treaty eked by the deputy minister of 
. , ~ e  nn !~p" I !  18' I The, .n,~,ot,;ned l r . ~ n ,  o i l c  , ? ~ r u ~ n  ihc r w e s  uld i i : l ~ ~ . q  <.LL 11 ~ h r  rrwn 

n d n n ~  U P ~ V  I lnc u:h cb.c <rprerie! c,nvrf  in^ lpprovll ,r the lndunr 2nd h~nng slncr l.c+n rccltt<:i;ed .A 
I. lllrm :. Order ~n Co~ar.. 1s i t r . r<im ' I \ I h h  >.:II.III: .I" ueuLi - f  I ~ C  l1~1.n Utnl.t:r fii I I.I.CI, 

td the department ot interior, August 12: 1876,'NA. RG 10.;01."3637. file 6853 (ICC  hibi bit 20)) 
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manner in which the land allocation process would have been understood by 
the Indians at the time of survey. 

We disagree that using the date of first survey rather than the date of 
selection is "clearly prejudicial to the Indians," or that using the date of 
selection "would ensure that all Indians receive land and are treated equally, 
fairly and consistently." It is not accurate to suggest that one approach is 
universally favourable to the Indians and the other is consistently prejudicial. 
Calculating a band's population on the date of selection would work to the 
band's detriment if the band's population was increasing, just as calculating 
the population on the date of first survey would be disadvantageous if the 
population was decreasing. 

We believe that the Commission's approach is supportable as a fair and 
reasonable interpretation of Treaty 4. We note in passing that this approach 
is also consistent with the methodology developed by Canada in the Office of 
Native Claims Historical Research Guidetines for Treaty Land Entitlement 
Ckms (the 1983 ONC Guidelines), which identify five distinct steps to deter- 
mine whether a baud has received its full land entitlement: 

Determining a Band's treaty land entitlement involves 6ve basic steps: 

1) Identitication of the band and the applicable Treaty 

1) Determinatioil of the relevant sutvey date. 

3) Determination of the total lands received by the bald. 

4) Determination of the population base. 

5 )  Overall entitle~nent calculations. 

5- 

The date to be used in the land quantum calcukdtions is seldom clearly speUed out in 
an!, of the treaties. Some of the treaties reter to the laying aside or assignment of a 
reserve, others mention the selection of land. Legal advice from the Department of 
Justice suggests that, although the treaties do not clearly identik the date for which a 
band's population b e  is to be dete~mined for the land quantum calculations, the 
most reasonable date is not later than the date of $rst s u ) ~ ~ ~  of land. it is 
Canaria'sgeneral view NMt this is the date to be used to determine whether it has 
met its obligation under the treaties, to pm&,ide a qrlantum of land to an Indian 
Band based on the population ofthat Band at date of jrs t  suruey. 

Generally the date to be used is taken from the plan of survey of the Grst reserve 
set aside for the use ;md benefit of an Indian B d .  This is the date which is noted by 
the sutveyor as the date which he carried out the survey. Other indicators that ought 



to be noted include the date on which the surveyor signed the plan  and the date noted 
in the surveyor's Geld book. 

In some cases, the date which is chosen for entitlement purposes is not the 
date of tbe first actual strrvgy for a band's reserve. A resewe may have been 
surwyed for the b a d  buJ it was never administered as a reserve. Furthemre, f 
the band rejects the survey and abandons the resem aJer the survey, another 
reserue muy be sulveyed eIsewhere at a hter date and confirmed by Order-in- 
Cound. Depending on the facts in each case, this could be considered as the date 
offirs6 sunmy. Tbe hter survey could be used as &te offirst ssuyqr because this 
is when thejirst reserve, oflcially recognized by Order-in-Council, was set aside 

for the bandB7 

As the last paragraph implies, where more than one survey has been per- 
formed for a given band, a critical issue in determining whether a hand's 
treaty land entitlement has been satisfied is to ascettain which survey is the 
band's jrsf survey. According to the OTC's "Research Methodology for Treaty 
Land Entitlement (TLE)" guidelines, the "first survey" can be identified by 

. determining whether the reserve was surveyed or located in conformance with the 
terms of the treaty - in this case, following consultation between Canada's ofGcers 
and the band as required by Treaty 4; 

. determining whether the survey or allotment was acceptable to the band; and 

determining whether the survey or allotment was accepted by Canadads 

A completed survey verifies the precise location and size of a reserve, and is 
critical in measuring whether a band's treaty land entitlement has been ful- 
filled. A completed survey does not necessarily confirm, however, that the 
"first survey" of a band's reserve has occurred, particularly where the band 
rejects the lands as surveyed. 

Therefore, we find the most reasonable conclusion to be derived from the 
interpretation of Treaty 4 is that the date of first survey is the appropriate 
date for calculating treaty land entitlement. We interpret the Crown's obliga- 
tion under Treaty 4 to he the allocation of 128 acres of land for each band 
member at the time that land was set apart as a reserve for the use and 
benefit of the band. It was only when land was surveyed by Canada in accor- 
dance with the treaty, and accepted by the band, that it could be said that the 

87 DkYD, "Ofice of Nnive Wvms Historical Rerarch Guidelines for Trean, h d  Entiriement Claims: May 1983 
(ICC Documens, pp, 5960). Emphasis added. 

@8 O&e a1 the Treap Commissioner, "Research Methodology for Treav Land Entitlement (TLE)," 1994 (ICC 
E~hibtt 20). Section C of rhis document was sepvltely produced in t b  i n q u i ~  as ICC Extubit 14. 
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land was properly set apart. Therefore, subject to exceptions being made in 
unusual circumstances which would otherwise result in manifest unfairness, 
the general rule is that the population on the date of first survey shall be used 
to calculate a band's treaty land entitlement. 

Having concluded that the appropriate date for calculating Kahkewis- 
tahaw's treaty land entitlement is the date of first survey, the Commission 
must determine which survey constituted the "first survey" for Kahkewis- 
tahaw. Once that determination has been made, identifying the date of first 
survey will be relatively straightforward. 

Kahkewistahaw's First Survey 
Canada's position is that the 1880 survey by Johnson was never completed, 
and that Nelson's survey in 1881 was an entirely separate process. It main- 
tains that Nelson's work should be considered the true first survey because it 
actually resulted in the reserve that was set aside for Kahkewistahaw. Alterna- 
tively, counsel argued that reserve selection was an ongoing negotiation, 
which culminated in 1881 when the final reserve boundaries were surveyed 
by Nelson. Counsel for Kahkewistahaw, however, considered that, subject to 
"adjustments" by Nelson in 1881, the selection and survey work in 1880 
constituted the first survey. 

In reviewing this claim, we have closely considered the following statement 
from the OTC's research guidelines: 

Some bands have had several resemes, and were moved either at their own request or 
at that of the government. Sometimes the band never senled on the earlier reselves. 
What you need tojind is the reserve u~bicb toas actrrally used bv the band, and 
agreed to by them. Ifthe boundaries were [ater "adjusted," it ?nust be determined 
whether the adjustment really constituted a new survey of a new reserve, o r j u t  a 
change in the boundaries of a reserve essentially in the sunbe location. . . ?Y 

There is little doubt that, to some extent at least, specific land was identi- 
fied and selected by the Kahkewistahaw First Nation during a "conference" 
with Indian Agent McDonald in 1880. McDonald was authorized and 
instructed to encourage bands to select reserves and settle on them. Patrick 
and Johnson were authorized and instructed to survey the reserves of those 
bands desiring them. Based on a preponderance of the evidence before us, it 
appears that Johnson commenced but likely did not complete or forward any 

89 OEce oithe Treaty Commissioner, "Research Methodology lor Tree Land Entidement (TLE)," 1994, pp. 2-3 
(ICC &hihit 30). Emphasis added. 
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plan of survey to Ottawa for approval, and, therefore, the land identified in 
1880 was never formally approved as a reserve by the Superintendent Gen- 
eral of Indian AHairs or the Minister of the Interior. 

This conclusion is supported by the following three pieces of correspon- 
dence. First, Indian Agent McDonald reported on January 3, 1881, that the 
Crooked Lake reserves for O'Soup's Band and Kahkewistahaw were "to be 
completed." Second, in Patrick's December 16, 1880, year-end report, he 
stated that Johnson had not yet reported on the surveys at Crooked Lake. In 
mid-June 1881 Patrick submitted his plans and field notes to Ottawa for a 
number of reserves, including O'Soup's Band, but no plan was forwarded for 
Kahkewistahaw. This fact tends to confirm that, if Johnson had surveyed the 
Xahkewistahaw reserve in 1880, Patrick would have submitted the plan and 
field notes to Ottawa for approval or, if the only step which remained was the 
completion of the survey plan itself, he would have made at least some men- 
tion of the area involved. 

Third, after Nelson completed his survey in 1881, he reported on Janualy 
10, 1882, that he had "adjusted the reserves, but that no plans from the 
previous year had been available. More to the point, Nelson's report suggests 
either that no reserve had been set aside for Kahkewistahaw in 1880, or that 
the adjustments made to the 1880 survey were substantial: 

After much planning as to the best manner of adjusting these reserves, it was decided 
to cur five miles off the lower pa~T of O'Soup's reserve so as to give Ka-Kee-wistahaw a 
frontage on the river, and some of the bottom lands where they had already com- 
menced fanning, Ka-Keewistahaw's Band have now a good reserve, and a fair share of 
the timber in the gulches leading to the river." 

Counsel for Canada asserted that the appropriate government authority 
could not have approved Johnson's work because no survey laid out the pre- 
cise whereabouts of the land that had presumably been selected by the First 
Nation. To this, counsel for Kahkewistahaw replied: 

Now to us the boundaries may not be identifiable because we can't h d  the survey 
plan of the 1880 survey, but that doem't mean that they zumz't identijiable lo fhe 
First Nation and to McDonaM. C e M y  when the First Nation would have made its 
selection they would have said we want this area, and McDonald would have said 

90 John C. Nelson. Suneyor. Depanrnenl of lhe interior, lo Edgar Dewdney. Superintendent Generd. D e p ' e n t  
at  Indian .Ndri, J a n u q  10. 1882, NA. RC 10, 1801. 3573, file 154. pt. 2 (ICC Docurnenti, pp. 55-38, 241-42. 
319-20). 
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okay, this is going to be your reselve right h e w  and just because we don't have 
boundaries doesn't mean that they didn't know where the reserve was at that t i e ,  
and certainly we have clear indication from McDonald that they had went [sic] on to 
their reserve, and 1 think that the facts have to speak for themselves in this situation?' 

Counsel for Kahkewistahaw drew attention to the fact that Nelson referred to 
his survey work in 1881 as "adjusting" reserves "already surveyed." Although 
Nelson did not have plans of the work done by Patrick and Johnson the 
previous year, it is fair to say that he probably knew where those boundaries 
were located. The First Nation argued, moreover, that Canada administered 
the land selected in 1880 as a reserve for almost a year: 

COMM~SSIONER P R E ~ E :  What do you mean it had been administered as a reserve? 

MR P I L U ~ W :  WeU it was referred to as a reselve, and the Indians were living on it. 
The members of the First Nation were living on it, were building homes on it, were 
cultivating the soil on it, would be provibg rations on it and were basically - it was 
basically their reserve.9' 

In our view, this conclusion is not borne out by the facts in this case. 
Although some survey work had been done in 1880, there is no evidence of 
where Johnson located the boundaries. Even if there was sufficient evidence 
to establish that the reserve had been identified with some certainty by 
Kahkewistahaw and the Indian Agent in 1880, Nelson's report confirms that 
the First Nation did not accept that land as its reserve. Nelson stated that he 
had to "cut offv five miles from O'Soup's reserve to provide Kahkewistahaw 
with frontage on the river and to include lands already being farmed by some 
of the First Nation's members. 

Counsel for Canada argued that Nelson's changes to the Kahkewistahaw 
reserve in 1881 resulted from a request by the First Nation and additional 
consultations with Canada.93 While it is not entirely clear from the historical 
record whether Kahkewistahaw was one of the chiefs who had requested a 
change, h s  is a reasonable inference to draw considering, first, the First 
Nation's lack of river frontage in 1880, and, second, the fact that its members 
were farming on lands that were not included within the boundaries of the 
reserve prior to Nelson's "adjustments" in 1881. Furthermore, the subse- 
quent conduct of the First Nation shows that it accepted the reserve laid out 

yl ICC Tnnscripr, F e b r u a ~  22, 1996, pp. 173-74 (Stephen Pillipow), Emphasis added. 
92 LCC Transcript, February 22, 1996, p. 173 (Stephen Pilipow). 
93 ICC Trulreript, Februaq 22,  1996, pp. 149-50 (Bruce Becker). 



by Nelson in 1881, and there is no evidence before the Commission to the 
contrary. 

It is likelv that no one will ever know the extent of the work comoleted bv 
Johnson in '1880. It may be that, without working papers from patrick or 
Johnson, Nelson had to start from scratch and conduct the entire survey over 
again. However, even if a reserve had been laid out by Johnson in 1880 and 
both Indian Agent McDonald and the First Nation could identify it with some 
precision, the question remains whether the changes implemented in 1881 
by Nelson constituted, in the words of the OTC, "a new survey of a new 
reserve, or just a change in the boundaries of a reserve essentially in the 
same location." Canada argued that the changes were significant: 

Although Nelson uses the phrase "adjusting these reserves," suggesting reserves 
already existed, we submit that on balance the quotation suggests a major re-working 
of the vely sketchy work done the previous fall. Firstly, he had no plans from the 
previous work, perhaps suggesting that none existed. Secondly, he felt compelled to 
make a "reconnaissance of that part of the Qu'Appelle River" and "thoroughly 
examine the country." Surely, if he was making only minor adjustments to an existing 
reserve no such detailed preparation would be required. Thirdly, he refers to his 
work as making "new resemes"; again suggesting he was doing more than simply 
making minor adjustments." 

According to counsel for the First Nation, Nelson's report confirmed that he 
was merely "adjusting" the "already surveyed Kahkewistahaw reserve and 
was not performing a completely new survey. 

In our view, the evidence before us demonstrates that the adjustments 
made by Nelson were considerable. We have had regard for Canada's argu- 
ments on this point, but more telling, we believe; is Nelson's report of the 
decision "to cut five miles off the lower pact of O'Soup's reserve so as to give 
ffi-Kee-wistahaw a frontage on the river, and some of the bottom lands where 
they had already commenced farming." When h s  statement is considered in 
the context of the sketches by Kenneth Tyler and Jayme Benson comparing 
the proposed 1880 survey by Patrick and Johnson with Nelson's 1881 survey, 
it is apparent that Nelson's work added or substituted an area of 20 to 25 
square miles in relation to a reserve that ultimately totalled slightly more than 
73 square miles. This represents approximately one-third of the total area 
reserved for the First Nation in 1881. We consider a change of this magni- 
tude to be substantial. 

91 Submissions on Behait of the Government of Canada, Februap lj,  1996, p 7 
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The adjustment made by Nelson was substantial not only in terms of loca- 
tion. It also enhanced the value of the reserve from Kahkewistahaw's per- 
spective because the new boundaries included frontage on the Qu'Appelle 
River, "timber in the gulches leading to the river," and land already being 
farmed by the First Nation. 

We also find that the Kahkewistahaw First Nation did not consider the 
proposed 1880 survey to be "acceptable" in the sense that Kahkewistahaw 
and Canada had agreed to treat the land identsed by Johnson as a reserve 
for the purposes of Treaty 4. The additional 20 to 25 square miles of "bottom 
lands," where some of the First Nation's members were farming in 1881, 
were clearly outside the area earmarked the preceding year. We cannot agree 
with counsel for Kahkewistahaw that the proposed 1880 reserve was adminis- 
tered by Canada as a reserve for almost a year because the members of the 
First Nation "were living on it, were building homes on it, were cultivating the 
soil on it." Nelson's report shows the opposite to be true. 

Even if Patrick and Johnson had finished the 1880 survey, complete with 
monuments and a registered survey plan, it would not have constituted the 
First Nation's first survey any more than the 1876 survey by Wagner. The 
existence of a survey plan would not change the fact that Kahkewistahaw did 
not accept the area surveyed by Patrick and Johnson and that some members 
had already moved into the adjoining 20 to 25 square miles by the time 
Nelson arrived. 

As a result, we conclude that the work by Patrick and Johnson in 1880 did 
not constitute the "first survey" for the Kahkewistahaw First Nation. Rather, 
Nelson's survey in 1881 must be considered the true "first survey" for the 
purposes of Kahkewistahaw's treaty land entitlement calculation. The subse- 
quent conduct of the parties confirms that they agreed to treat the 1881 
survey as the First Nation's reserve under Treaty 4. Although the Commission 
does not make any findings on whether a federal order in council is neces- 
s a y  before an Indian reserve can be created, the fact that the survey plan 
submitted by Nelson was accepted by Canada by means of an Order in Coun- 
cil provides evidence that the Crown agreed to the reserve surveyed by Nelson 
in 1881. From the First Nation's perspective, it is important to note that Chief 
Kahkewistahaw and his people did not object to, and did not refuse to live on 
or use, the reserve as surveyed. In our opinion, the parties reached a con- 
sensus and agreement that the reserve surveyed by Nelson represented the 
First Nation's selected reserve under Treaty 4. 
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To pinpoint the date of the first survey, we rely again on the following 
excerpt from the 1983 ONC Guidelines: 

Generally the date to be used is taken from the plan of survey of the first reserve 
set aside for the use and benefit of an Indian Band. This is the date which is noted by 
the surveyor as the date [on] which he carried out the survey. Other indicators that 
ought to be noted include the date on which the surveyor signed the plan and the date 
noted in the sumeyor's field book" 

The date on the plan of survey in this case is August 20, 1881, and we 
conclude that this represents the best evidence of the First Nation's date of 
first survey. Neither of the parties proposed an alternative date in 1881, nor 
are we aware of any other date from around the time of Nelson's survey that 
would be preferable. As we stated earlier in this repon, it is not unreasona- 
ble to use the date on the survey plan for the effective date of first survey 
because it was on this date that the land was effectively set aside as reserve 
and the parties agreed to treat the land as reserve. 

ISSUE 2: KAHKEWISTAHAW'S TREATY LAND 
ENTITLEMENT POPULATION 

What is Kahkewistahaw's population for treaty land entitlement purposes? 

General Principles 
Since we have concluded that the date of first survey for Kahkewistahaw was 
August 20, 1881, the next task is to determine the First Nation's relevant 
population at that time. Moreover, while the date-of-first-survey population is 
the starting point for determining the acreage of land to which the First 
Nation became entitled, it must be borne in mind that any absentees on the 
date of first survey (including those who were paid arrears for that year), as 
well as "late additions," such as new adherents and landless transferees who 
joined the First Nation after August 20, 1881, also became entitled to be 
counted for treaty land entitlement purposes. However, the entitlement of 
these absentees and "late additions" arose only if they or their direct ances- 
tors had not been included in another band's treaty entitlement count. 

Counsel for both Kahkewistahaw and Canada referred to the treaty annuity 
paylists from 1879 to 1881 as the focal point of their analyses to determine 

95 DWND. "Ofice ol Native C l a s  Htstorical Research Guidelines lor Trnry Land Entidement Cl-s; W q  1783 
(LCC Documents, p 60). 



the First Nation's date-of-first-survey population. Although a treaty paylist pro- 
vides useful evidence of a band's population at a relevant point in time, it 
must be remembered that the paylist is simply the starting point in deter- 
mining a band's population for treaty land entitlement purposes. The paylist 
must be recognized as merely an accounting of treaty annuities paid to indi- 
viduals under a given chief, and not necessarily as an accurate census of 
band membership. As stated by counsel for the First Nation: 

We fully recognize that the paylist has shortcomings, but it is the best evidence right 
now that we have on what a population of a First Nation would be at any particular 
time, so that would be the starting point. . . .g6 

Similarly, Peggy Martin-Brizinski testified: 

Q. So it [the paylist) wouldn't depict an accurate picture of the band's total member- 
ship, population, for any  particular time? 

A. P MhR~[~-Bm(hlsfl: No, I don't believe that it does and the more we learn about 
thi, I think the more it becomes clear. For example, the elders have pointed out 
that there may very well have been band members who, for various reasons, were 
unable to go to these places of the annuity ydymellu, given the circumsr;li~ces of 
[the] time, the distance ro travel, the difficulties of travel, and that they simply may 
not have shown up on those annuity pay lists. ln addition to which, we redly don't 
know a lot, in retrospect, about what band membership meant at that period of 
time and again, this was an accounting procedure on these pay lists and it was not 
meant to take an accurate count of people, nor was it meant to comment on 
membership.Y7 

In each case, the paylist analysis is important to establish the band's 
act& membershq -including band members who were absent at the date 
of first survey - and not simply the number of people who happened to be 
counted with the band in a given year. AU available evidence that tends to 
establish or disprove the membership of certain individuals with a b,md 
should be considered and weighed. In other words, the base paylist is simply 
prima facie evidence, which is subject to rebuttal. 

Kahkewistahaw asserted that, even if 1881 was the date of first survey, the 
appropriate paylist to be used to determine the First Nation's date-of-first- 
survey population is still the 1880 paylist. Nelson would have had access to 

96 ICC Transcript, Februav 22, 1996. p 49 (Slephen PiUipow). 
97 ICC Tnnscnpt, Ma" ? j ,  1995, pp. 1 9 ~ 9 3  (Pew Martin-Eri2lnsiu) 
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this paylist prior to commencing his survey in 1881 ,and likely used it to 
determine the area of the reserve. Moreover, according to counsel for 
Kahkewistahaw, the evidence confirms that Nelson did not use the 1881 
paylist to determine the size of the reserve. Based on Nelson's report on his 
1881 survey activities, counsel submitted that Nelson arrived at the Crooked 
Lake area and began his survey of the Xahkewistahaw reserve prior to the 
treaty annuity payments at Qu'Appelle on August 4, 1881. Even though Nelson 
was in the gewral area when the I881 payments were made, counsel main- 
tained that the evidence shows that he did not have access to the 1881 paylist 
and did not use that information to determine the size of the reserve. Moreo- 
ver, since only 186 members of the First Nation were paid at Qu'AppeUe in 
1881 and Nelson surveyed enough land for 365 people, counsel asserted that 
it is reasonable to conclude that Nelson did not use the 1881 paylist to deter- 
mine the size of the reserve. Rather, counsel submitted that the 1880 paylist 
was probably used by Nelson because the amount of land set aside corre- 
sponds closely with the 1880 population figures. 

Therefore, Kahkewistahaw submitted that the 1880 paylist should be used 
as the "base paylist" or starting point for determining the total entitlement of 
the First Nation. According to that paylist, 358 individuals were paid under 
Kahkewistahaw at Qu'AppeUe, Maple Creek, and Fort Ellice on July 18, 1880. 
After Johnson started his survey work near Crooked Lake in late August or 
early September 1880, an additional 72 individuals were paid under the 
headman Manitoucan at Fort Walsh in October 1880, for a base paylist total 
of 430. To this number, counsel submitted that a Further 22 members, who 
were absent or paid arrears in 1880, should be added, for a total of 452 
members as of the date of Erst survey. Based on the arguments and figures 
presented by counsel for Kahkewistahaw at the inquiry, the First Nation has 
an outstanding treaty land entitlement of 11,040 acres. As previously noted, 
this number rises to 29,600 acres if the entitlement of 145 "late additions" 
identified by Kahkewistahaw in seeking to have its claim accepted for negotia- 
tion by Canada in 1992 is established. 

Canada's position in this inquiry is that the 1880 paylist is not the appro- 
priate starting point to determine the First Nation's treaty land entitlement. 
Simply put, Canada maintained that the August 4, 1881, paylist, rather than 
the 1880 paylist, provides the most accurate reflection of Kahkewistahaw's 
actual population on the date of Erst survey ( i t ,  August 20, 1881). Canada 
relied on the fact that Nelson was in the Crooked Lake area from July 21 to 
August 26, 1881, surveying a number of reserves, including one for 
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Kahkewistahaw. Counsel asserted that, since the annuity payments were made 
on August 4, 1881, it is reasonable to conclude that Nelson had up-to-date 
information on the First Nation's population figures before he completed his 
survey. With respect to Kahkewistahaw's submission that Nelson did not use 
the 1880 paylist because the amount of land surveyed did not correspond 
with that population base, Canada submitted: 

[Tlhis is a particularly unfair argument. It amounts to arguing that the fact a surplus 
of land was provided in 1881 by the Nelson survey is evidence that a shortfall exists. 
Nelson may have felt it necessaq to provide additional lands for other band members 
who may have been paid at other locations such as Fort Walsh as had happened in 
previous years. This would not have been an unusual occurrence with the shifting and 
Uuctuating band populations of the day?8 

Canada relied on the OTC's report on the 1880 survey of the adjacent 
Cowessess Band to illustrate the point. In that case, only 96 people were 
members of O'Soup's Band in 1880, but Patrick set aside enough land for 
three times that population "perhaps in anticipation that some of Cowessess' 
people would join O'Soup there."99 Counsel suggested that, in the case of 
Kahkewistahaw, Nelson may have also had regard for the 1881 paylist, but 
simply set aside excess lands in consideration of those individuals who were 
absent at the time of the survey or who were paid at other locations such as 
Fort Walsh. Since Nelson was undoubtedly aware that 72 people had been 
paid at Fort Walsh in 1880, he may have speculated that the same thing might 
occur in 1881. 

In the final analysis, Canada asserted that it is not clear which paylist or 
other infomation available to Nelson was used to determine the area of the 
reserve. Canada relied on the testimony of Peggy Martin-Brizinski of the OTC 
to illustrate the diEficulty of ascertaining how decisions were made regarding 
the survey of reserves at Crooked Lake: 

Well at the time all this is happening, people are leaving the reserves; this is when 
Nelson arrives to do his surveys and when he gets there a lot of the people simply 
aren't there at the time of the survey. One of the classic examples of this, when he 
goes to confer with Agent McDonald in late July, he has to make some decisions, 
given the absence of a lot of people, what he's going to do, and Agent McDonald 
apparently advises him to use the 1879 pay list because he believes that you would 

98 Submissions on Behalf of Canada. Feb ruq  15, 1996, p. 15. 
99 ORice o l  [he TreaN Commissioner, ''Kahke$visdae Specid Report: Suweys and Demographics. Crwked kkes 

Reserves, 1876~1884." May 1995, p. 6 (ICC E~hibrt 5) 



h d  a maximum number of people paid in that particular year. So Nelson seems to 
have been advised to use the 1879 pay list, though this is not the pay list immediately 
prior to his survey. So this is a case where one doesn't necessarily look at pay list 
immediately prior to the survey hut the best evidence that he may have used another 
pay list. 

However, if you actually look at the sue of the reserves that Nelson was surveying 
it seems possible that he may not have used, in some cases, 1879, he may have used a 
partial List from 1880, particularly ones from the Qu'Appde area as opposed to Fon 
Walsh. We don't 'mally know what he would h e  used. However, in all cases the 
reserves are sulveyed larger than the populations of 1881. The annuity payments are 
raking place roughly behveen July 26th and August 20th in the Qu'Appelle and Fort 
Walsh, Mapk Creek payment places. It's possible that he could have had information 
at the time of the surveys in the field, of what those population sizes were, given the 
annuity payment. However, if you look at the actual size of the reserve, it doesn't seem 
at all feasible that he would have paid much attention fo that because he's surveying 
reserves larger than the populations at the annuity payment post. So it seems -when 
we got into this it seemed more likely that he would have used either 1879 or 1880 
population Egures to do his a~sessment.'~ 

In light of the fact that the parties took different positions on which paylist 
should be used as the base paylist to calculate entitlement, we have careEuUy 
considered certain comments by counsel for Canada regarding the distinc- 
tions between the "objective," "subjective," and "continuity of membership" 
approaches to paylist selection. In our view, these comments raise the follow- 
ing questions: 

1 Assuming that a single base paylist should be used, should the base paylist 
be the paylist closest in time to the date of first survey (even if that paylist 
followed the date of first survey), the paylist immediately preceding the 
date of Eirst survey, or the paylist that was actually relied upon by the 
surveyor? 

2 Alternatively, should a multiple-year method such as the "continuity of 
membership" approach or some form of averaging be used to derive a 
more reahstic and consistent population during this period when the First 
Nation's paylist population was so widely variable? 

Counsel for Canada described the objective approach to paylist selection 
in these terms: 

lC4 ICC Transcnpr, Nw 25, 1995, pp 327-18 (Peggy 1Marun-Bmmsla) 
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Objectively if the goal is to determine the population of the band when the reserve is 
surveyed for it, then we would not look at the 1879 payht even though it's - you're 
sure that those are the people hat the reserve was surveyed for. You would look at 
the paylist closer to the time of the actual survey because it would be more - more 
relevant in terms of what the population was when the survey occ~rred.'~' 

In essence, the objective approach uses the paylist that represents the "best 
evidence" of the band's population at the date of first survey, regardless of 
whether the survey preceded or followed the payment of annuities. Therefore, 
one possible outcome of this approach is that, if the survey preceded the 
payment of annuities in a given year, the surveyor would not have had the 
benefit of knowing what the base paylist population would be when he con- 
ducted his survey. 

The subjective approach, which was implicit in the position of the First 
Nation, focuses on the most recent paylist to which the surveyor had access, 
or on some other paylist on which it can be shown that the surveyor actually 
relied. The apparent advantage of the subjective approach is that it may result 
in a higher conelation between a given paylist population and the quantum 
of land actually surveyed for the band. The obvious disadvantage is that the 
paylist may have been out of date when the reserve was surveyed, which 
could result in the reserve's size bearing little or no relationship to the 
band's population at the date of first survey. 

An alternative to these two methods - the continuiv-of-membership 
approach - may have some appeal in a case such as this because the First 
Nation's population diverged so widely from year to year. The theory behind 
the approach is to focus on those members of the communiv who consist- 
ently appeared on the paylist over a number of years, instead of choosing a 
particular paylist in which the population "spiked either upward or down- 
ward. According to counsel for Canada, the major drawback to using con- 
tinuity of membership is that, without a base year to use as a starting point, 
"you move away from the idea of being able to say with certainty who was 
counted."1oz The same advantages and disadvantages presumably apply to 
averaging, with the added concern that an average can be skewed depending 
on the years averaged - meaning that the resulting figure may not be repre- 
sentative of a band's population at all. 

The Commission concludes that the objective approach is the most logical 
choice among these options because the purpose of paylist analysis is to 

lo1 ICC l'ranscnpr, Febcuaiy 22, 1996, p. 162 (Bruce Becker). 
la2 ICC Transcript, Februq 22, 1995, p. 161 (Bruce Becker). 



"obtain as accurate a population of the band as is possible on the date that 
the reserve was first surveyed."1o3 Each case must be assessed on its own 
merits based on the historical information available. In Kahkewistahaw's 
case, the August 4, 1881, paylist provides the most reliable evidence of the 
First Nation's population as of the August 20, 1881, date of first survey. 
Whether or not Nelson had access to this information before he completed 
his survey on August 20, 1881, is a "red herring," since the real question is 
the First Nation's actual population on the date of first survey. In this case, 
there can be no doubt that the 1881 paylist provides the most accurate 
reflection of Wkewistahaw's population on the date of first survey. 

We recognize that using a subjective approach -either the paylist immedi- 
ately preceding the date of first survey, or the paylist on which the surveyor 
actually relied - has a strong appeal since the focus is on the work done by 
the surveyor relying on information actually available to him. Counsel for the 
First Nation also used arguments made by the Ochapowace First Nation in 
support of a subjective approach: first, that the approach is based on "the 
best information available, recorded at the time by the people that had the 
responsibility to make the decision"; and, second, that a "fair, large and 
liberal construction in favour of the Indians" requires the selection of the 
"population at last annuity payment prior to survey."lM 

The central question in this inquiry is whether sufficient reserve land was 
set aside for each and evev member of the Kahkewistahaw First Nation on 
August 20, 1881. In determining whether the Crown discharged its treaty 
obligations, we are less concerned with what the officers "responsible to 
make the ctecision" actually did than with what they were obliged to do 
under the terms of Treaty 4. The issue is how the treaty should be interpreted 
to establish a band's population. It is logical that the parties to the treaty 
would have expected land to be allocated on the basis of a population that 
was current on the date of the survey because this was the date when the 
land was effectively set aside for the use and benefit of the band. It is not 
reasonable to suggest that the parties to treaty intended the size of an Indian 
reserve to be determined by population figures that were several months out 
of date and, therefore, unreliable. Although the responsible officers may have 
used readily available historical statistics, they should have used current pop- 
ulation statistics. If current statistics were not yet available, they could have 

10% DIAND. "Office oi Native Claims Historical Research Guidelines for Treary Land Enullement Cl%hs.'' May 1?83 
(ICC Docl~ments, p. 61) 

I04 William J. PiJipaw to Emll Korchinski. Office of lhe T r e q  Commissioner, November 23. 1990 (ICC Documents. 
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conducted an independent count or made the reserve selection subject to 
adjustment. 

In the case of some Treaty 4 bands like Kahkewistahaw, for example, 
many band members chose not to live on the reserves but to pursue the 
buffalo and a traditional way of life for as long as they could. Thus, when 
Nelson surveyed the reserves at Crooked lake in 1881, there is evidence to 
suggest that he may have been aware that many band members were absent. 
As a result, he considered it appropriate to set aside land in excess of each 
band's entitlement (based on 1881 population figures) on the assumption 
that some members were absent and would later rejoin their respective 
bands. 

The First Nation's other argument is that a "fair, large and liberal con- 
struction in favour of the Indians" requires the use of the subjective 
approach based on the paylist immediately preceding the selection of land. 
We disagree. We believe that a fair, large, and liberal construction should stiU 
yield a consistent principle that can be applied in all cases, rather than yield- 
ing results that are consistent only because they are invariably to the benefit 
of First Nations. If the Commission and the parties were to choose one of the 
subjective approaches and apply it uniformly in all cases, the approach cho- 
sen might benefit some hands while operating to the detriment of others, 
depending on the circumstances involved. 

Employing the objective approach, the paylist closest in time to August 20, 
1881 - when Nelson completed the survey of the reserves that were accept- 
able to both Canada and Kahkewistahaw - was the paylist of August 4, 1881. 
In our view, subject to adjustments being made for absentees and "late addi- 
tions," this paylist represents the best evidence of Kahkewistahaw's popula- 
tion as of the date of first survey. Proximity in time is particularly important 
in cases like this in which sigtuficant population swings quickly rendered the 
figures in earlier paylists unreliable as indicators of Kahkewistahaw's popula- 
tion at first survey. 

In any event, the 1881 paylist satisfies both the objective approach and a 
subjective approach, since it is clear from Nelson's interim report dated 
August 14, 1881, and his plan dated August 20, 1881,l" that Nelson did not 
complete his survey until some two weeks following the payment of annui- 
ties. The 1881 paylist was readily available and should have been used by 
Nelson to determine the size of the reserve. If Nelson did not use this paylist 

105 J.C. Nelson. "Skelch shoving Indian Rerervcr on Crooked and Round laken; Augur[ 20, 1881 (ICC Documents, 
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information, this oversight actually operated to the benefit of Kahkewistahaw 
because Nelson set aside approximately twice the amount of land than would 
have been justified by the First Nation's base paylist population of 186. 

Conclusions Regarding Kahkewistahaw's Treaty Land Entitlement 
Applying the principles outlined above to the facts in this case, the Commis- 
sion concludes that the date of first survey for the Kahkewistahaw First Nation 
was August 20, 1881. Given the close proximity in time between the date of 
the survey and the treaty annuity payments to Kahkewistahaw on August 4, 
1881, the 1881 paylist is the proper starting point for the entitlement calcula- 
tion because it provides the best evidence of Kahkewistahaw's actual date-of- 
first-survey population. According to the paylist information avdable for 
1881, there were 186 members of the First Nation paid at Qu'AppeUe, plus 
an additional 70 absentees and arrears, for a total date-of-first-survey popula- 
tion of 256 members. Since enough land was set aside for 365 individuals, 
Kahkewistahaw has not established an outstanding date-of-first-survey 
shortfall. Rather, there was a surplus of 14,048 acres, representing sufficient 
land for more than 109 individuals who were not present in 1881. 

We emphasize, however, that our analysis does not include any "late addi- 
tions," such as new adherents ,and landless transferees, who may have joined 
Kahkewistahaw after the date of first survey and would have thereby become 
entitled to be included in the First Nation's entitlement calculation. Since the 
paylist research conducted to date has been premised on the assumptions 
that (a) 1880 was the date of first survey, and (b) the 1880 paylist is the 
appropriate base paylist, we have no reliable figures on how many "late addi- 
tions" should be included in Kahkewistahaw's total entitlement count. 
Although it is possible that Kahkewistahaw may be able to establish an out- 
standing entitlement claim, this d l  be a difficult threshold to achieve since 
the First Nation would have to show that an additional 109 new adherents or 
landless transferees joined it after 1881. 

Finally, before addressing the issue arising from the Saskatchewan Treaty 
Land Entitlement Framework Agreement, it is necessary to deal with two 
additional considerations. The first is whether there are unusual circum- 
stances in this case that would result in manifest unfairness unless we make 
an exception to the general rule that the population as of date of first survey 
shall be used to calculate treaty land entitlement. We conclude that such an 
exception is not warranted. The facts in this case suggest that Canada's offi- 
cials acted in good faith when they took steps to set aside a land base in 
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accordance with the treaty for the benefit of the First Nation. Canada's survey- 
ors consulted and conferred with Chief Kahkewistahaw and his people, and 
undertook to ensure that the First Nation had river frontage, timber, and 
good agricultural land for its future needs. The land that was ultimately sur- 
veyed and set aside as Indian Reserve 72 was fit for agricultural purposes 
and met with Kahkewistahaw's approval. Although the First Nation's popula- 
tion peaked in 1880, it has not been established that the 1880 number was 
representative of the true population base for Kahkewistahaw. Despite evi- 
dence that the First Nation's paylist population in 1881 was only 186, 
Canada's officials nevertheless surveyed enough land for 365 people. Since 
Canada set aside more land than the treaty formula prescribed, one can only 
presume that it did so either owing to the surveyor's inadvertence or his 
assumption that others would join Kahkewistahaw after the reserve was sur- 
veyed. In either event, the result worked to Kahkewistahaw's benefit. 

The second consideration we must address is the relevance of the rela- 
tionship between Kahkewistahaw and Nekaneet in this inquiv. According to 
Canada, it is not appropriate to use 1880 as the date of first survey because 
the 1880 paylist included many men~bers of Nekaneet's Band who were later 
recognized as a separate band and whose descendants received a substantial 
treaty land entitlement settlement in 1992: 

Nekaneet was paid under Kahkewistahaw in 1879 and 1880. In 1881 and 1882 
Nekmeet and a siplicai~t number of others on the 1880 Kahkewistahaw list were 
paid separately under Nekaneet (ICC 80 and Exhibit 5 page 9) .  We cannot be sure of 
the exact number, but much of the decline in Kahkewistahaw's population between 
1880 and 1881 is accounted for in this migration. Most of those who lefl after 1880 
were paid for only one year with Khkewistahaw. Those who left with Nekaneet did in 
fact receive their own reserve in the Cypress W s  area and the Nekaneet Band 
recently received a siguticant treaty land entitlement settlement (more than $8 mil- 
lion). Accordingly, Canada has dealt with its treaty land entitlement obligations as they 
relate to those individuals who left Kahkewisrahaw under Nekaneet between 1880 and 
1881. Undoubtedly, others that left that year have also been counted with other bands. 
To use the 1880 population would require Canada to pmvide land for these individu- 
als twice.'% 

Counsel for Kahkewistahaw acknowledged that many of Xahkewistahaw's 
members were in the Cypress HiUs with Nekaneet in 1881 and 1882, but 
asserted that these individuals should have been included in Kahkewistahaw's 

106 Submissions on Behalt ol the Government of Canada, Februaly 15, 1996, pp. j-6 
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population base for entitlement purposes. In support of this view, counsel 
referred to a letter dated December 20, 1884, in which Indian Commissioner 
Edgar Dewdney advised the Superintendent Gened of Indian Affairs that 
Nekaneet's request for a reserve had been rejected on the grounds that 
Nekaneet was not a chief, and his "followers" had already received treaty 
land entitlement under other chiefs.lo7 

Since we have concluded that the 1881 paylist provides the best evidence 
of Kahkewistahaw's date-of-first-survey population, this point has been ren- 
dered largely academic. In any event, although it is reasonable to conclude 
that some Kahkewistahaw members counted at Fort Qu'Appelle in 1880 were 
at Fort Walsh in 1881 and 1882, and were thus absent when the reserve was 
surveyed, any members who subsequently rejoined Kahkewistahaw became 
entitled to be included in the entitlement calculation as absentees. Any mem- 
bers in 1880 who switched their a5liations in 1881 and 1882, but later 
rejoined Kahkewistahaw without being counted as part of a treaty land calcu- 
lation with another band, became entitled to be included in Kahkewistahaw's 
treaty land entitlement calculation as landless transfers. The important point 
is that, for the First Nation to be able to claim treaty land entitlement for 
absentees and landless transfers, it must be shown that these individuals were 
not counted with other bands for treaty land entitlement purposes before 
rejoining Kahkewistahaw. 

It must be remembered that treaty annuity paylists do not prove conclu- 
s~vely whether an individual was a member of a given band. The treaty annu- 
ity paylist was simply an accounting tool used for administrative purposes 
and is only one source of evidence to he considered. For this reason, we 
cannot agree with the First Nation's unquahfied assertion that individuals paid 
with Kahkewistahaw in 1880 and with Nekaneet at Fort Walsh in 1881 and 
1882 "were members of the Kahkewistahaw First Nation and were included 
in Kahkewistahaw's population for determining the size of the Kahkewistahaw 
reserve."108 There is simply insufficient evidence before the Commission to 
support or deny this assertion. 

Therefore, even if the Commission had agreed with Kahkewistahaw's sub- 
mission that it would be appropriate to rely on an 1880 base paylist in this 
case, we may have had serious reservations about including in Kahkewis- 
tahaw's entitlement calculation any individuals paid with Kahkewistahaw in 
1880 but subsequently paid at Fort Walsh. This is because there is prima 

107 Submissions on Behailofthe Kahkewirtahaw Eirsr iV%Iioil. Febru~q 16. 1996, pp. 71-7 i  
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facie evidence that a large proportion of Kahkewistahaw's population decline 
from 1880 to 1881 can be accounted for by the migration of individuals to 
the Cypress Hills. With respect to those people who were paid only once with 
Kahkewistahaw - on the 1880 paylist - one must consider whether they had 
a sufficient connection or continuity of membership with the First Nation. 
While it may be appropriate, for entitlement purposes, to include "one time 
onlys" on the base paylist of a band, all of the "connecting factors" must be 
taken into account, especially where there are competing equities for includ- 
ing a particular person as a member of one band or another. Since each 
Indian is entitled to be counted only once for entitlement purposes, it would 
be necessary to consider whether Nekaneet has a stronger claim to any indi- 
d u a l s  who were paid annuities with Kahkewistahaw for only one year in 
1880 but who thereafter became long-term members of Nekaneet. 

Counsel for Kahkewistahaw further contended that, in light of the deaths of 
many members of the First Nation between 1880 and 1882, the fact that 
Kahkewistahaw's population rebounded to the extent that it did in the three 
years following 1882 is evidence that many of the surviving members of the 
First Nation who were counted at Fort Walsh in 1881 and 1882 subsequently 
rejoined and settled with Kahkewistahaw. The evidence confirms that many 
Indians died in 1880 and 1881 as a result of malnutrition, starvation, and 
disease. There can be no doubt that the conditions facing the plains Indians 
in the 1870s and 1880s were tragic and were aggravated by the disappear- 
ance of the buffalo and the difficult transition to an agrarian way of life. 

However, we note that, although Kahkewistahaw's date-of-first-survey pop- 
ulation was 256, including absentees and arrears, Nelson set aside a reserve 
that was large enough for 365 people, according to the treaty formula. 
Although the First Nation undoubtedly suffered hardship during these years, it 
was provided with a surplus of land based on its 1881 paylist population. As 
we concluded previously, Canada's officials made efforts in good faith to set 
aside a land base in accordance with the treaty for Kahkewistahaw's benefit. 
Based on our findings that land was provided for an additional 109 people, if 
the First Nation can demonstrate that more than this number joined or 
rejoined it after the date of first survey, then it could perhaps substantiate an 
outstanding treaty land entitlement. Our review of the population statistics in 
evidence in this inquiry, however, makes this outcome appear unlikely. 
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ISSUB 3: SASKATCHEWAN -WORK AGREEMENT 

Has the First Nation established, pursuant to Article 17 of the Saskatchewan 
Treaty Land Entitlement Framework Agreement, an outstanding treaty land 
entitlement on the same or substantially the same basis as the Entitlement 
Bands, which are party to the Framework Agreement? 

As the Commission noted in Part III of this report, the submissions made by 
the parties in relation to Article 17 of the 1992 Saskatchewan Treaty Land 
Entitlement Framework Agreement (the Framework Agreement) were virtu- 
ally identical to those made by the parties (represented by the same counsel) 
in the Kawacatoose inquiry. The only difference in the present inquiry is that 
Kahkewistahaw is seeking validation on the same basis as the Ochapowace 
and Cowessess First Nations rather than the seven Entitlement Bands relied 
upon by Kawacatoose. 

Since the release of the Kawacatoose report, we remain unchanged in our 
view that section 17.03 is limited to circumstances in which a band's treaty 
land entitlement claim has already been accepted for negotiation in accor- 
dance with the terms of treaty. In other words, section 17.03 applies in the 

. context of settlement. It does not afford a separate basis for validation 
apart from treaty. It represents an agreement among Canada, Saskatchewan, 
and the Entitlement Bands that, once a non-Entitlement Band's claim has 
been accepted for negotiation independently of the Framework Agreement 
itself, then the settlement of that claim can be dealt with much more expedi- 
tiously by avoiding protracted bargaining on points that have already been 
negotiated. 

If we had determined that Kahkewistahaw had an outstanding treaty land 
entitlement on the basis of Treaty 4 and the principles set forth in the Fort 
McKay, Kawacatoose, and Lac La Range cases, then we would have concluded 
that the claim should be validated. In that event, it would have been our view 
that Canada and Saskatchewan should extend the principles of the Frame- 
work Agreement to a settlement with the First Nation (providing that 
Kahkewistahaw elected to opt in under section 17.04). However, we have 
found that Canada owes no obligation under treaty to validate Kahkewis- 
tahaw's claim, and thus we also conclude that section 17.03 creates no obli- 
gation upon Canada or Saskatchewan to enter into a settlement with 
Kahkewistahaw in accordance with the Framework Agreement. 

Nevertheless, in light of Kahkewistahaw's position that the settlements with 
Cowesses and Ochapowace constitute some sort of precedent which should 
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bind Canada's future' handling of validation claims, we will review the evi- 
dence before us regarding the validations of those Bands with a view to 
establishing whether their circumstances form the basis of a claim to an out- 
standing treaty land entitlement. 

Cowessess 
Cowessess' circumstances can immediately be distinguished in one respect 
because Patrick and Johnson actually completed the survey and plan of the 
O'Soup reserve in 1880. However, we have already concluded that, even if a 
survey plan had been completed for Kahkewistahaw in 1880, the First 
Nation's date of first survey would still have been 1881 because Kahkewis- 
tahaw moved onto adjoining lands and thus did not accept the area surveyed 
by Johnson. The OTC noted how this response differed from Cowessess: 

We are not aware of which survey was accepted for Cowessess by Canada, but believe 
that there is good reason to use the 1880 O'Soup survey as the first survey, as the trad 
of evidence clearly indicates the nature and size of the adjustment made by Nelson in 
1881. The O'Soup faction began to live on {he re.wmle in 1880, and to continue to 
reside thew dun'ng and after the XeLson survey. There is no indication that 
O'Soup, r~nlike the bands formerly located to the north of the rir~er, ruanted any 
relocation in 1881."" 

Since the evidence suggests that Cowessess accepted the reserve surveyed 
in 1880 without any substantial adjustments, the parties agreed that the 
appropriate date of first survey for Cowessess was 1880 rather than 1881. On 
these grounds, we consider the Cowessess scenario to be distinguishable 
from the circumstances surrounding the Kahkewistahaw claim. Kahkewis- 
tahaw did not accept the reserve surveyed in 1880, which necessitated sub- 
stantial adjustments in 1881. 

Ochapawace 
Ochapowace is vey similar to Kahkewistahaw in terms of population trend. 
(high in 1879, pealung in 1880, and plummeting in 1881) and date of first 
suriey (1881), but, although the Ochapowace claim was accepted for negoti- 
ation, Kahkewistahaw's claim has been rejected. Since Canada's legal opinion 
on the Ochapowace claim is privileged and ha. not been disclosed, it is diffi- 
cult to ascertain the precise reasons why that claim was vahdated and settled 

109 Ofice of the Treav Commasioner. "Sutvep of the bhke~~slahw Reserve; March 19. 1994. p. 5 !ICC 
t~luba 2 )  Emphasis added. 
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under the Framework Agreement. However, Canada stated that there are sig- 
nificant differences because Ochapowace was complicated by the informal 
but "forced amalgamation of the Kakisheway and Chacachas Bands by Nel- 
son and McDonald in the course of surveying the reserve. As noted by coun- 
sel for Canada: 

The Ochapowace situalion . . .was the product of a "forced amalgamation" of the 
Kakisheway and Chacachas Bands. Many of the Chacachas Band members did not 
want to be a part of the new band and departed. This is why the Band population was 
so low in 1881 (Note the 1881 Date of First Survey, not 1880). The hardslup caused 
by the a m a l g d o n  and the added dif6culty of arriving at h e  populations because of 
the existence of two separate bands and two separate reserves may have played a 
significant role in the claim being a~cepted."~ 

Further background information regarding Ochapowace was provided in 
the two reports by the OTC. In its May 1995 report, the OTC stated: 

When Nelson did his survey work [in 18811, he and Agent McDonald in Treaty Four 
seem to have made a decision to place both Loud Voice [Kakishewayl and Chacachas 
on the same reserve. It is not clear just how the decision was made, but the bands 
were not involved and there was never any formal amalgamation. In the year of the 
survey many members of both bands were absent hunting; 11 of Chacachas' members 
were paid with Kakisheway, and only 43 were paid at Qu'AppeUe. When some of the 
band members came to Crooked Lakes in 1882, they were upset to Gnd that they no 
longer had their own lands, and they asked for a separate reserve. . . . In 1883 the 
107 Chacachas members, then on reserve, were paid separately, but by 1884 the two 
lists had been combined, thus effecting an amalgamation. Only about 45 band mem- 
bers joined Loud Voice; the others, including Chacachas remained stragglers. . . ."I 

In its report of March 29, 1994, the OTC commented: 

In the case of Ochapowace, we are aware that 1881 has been accepted as the Date of 
First Sulvey for the band, based on Nelson's survey. Although we can surmise that 
there was an 1880 survey, we do not have any evidence of the sue or locations of 
these reserves. Since, however, the survey of 1881 was the first joint reserve that we 
know of (Chacachas and Kakisheway), there was reason to use 1881 as the [date of 
first survey] in this case."' 

i lo Subrnkrioni on Behalf of the Government 01 Canada, F e b r u q  15. 1996. p. Lr. 
i l l  Ofice ot the T r e q  Commlsiioner. "IKahkewisrahw Special Repon. Sumell and Demogmphics, Crwked Lakes 

Reserves, 1876-1884; May 1995, p. 7 (ICC Exhibit 5). 
112 OEce 01 the TreaN Cammirrioser, 'Surveys of the i(lhkewrraiww Reserve," March 29, 1994. p. .i (ICC 

Exh,b,l 2) 
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That report also makes it evident that, in the 1881 survey by Nelson, 
Ochapowace received sufficient land for 413 people but was or became enti- 
tled to land for 419 people.I13 Nohvithstanding the difference of only six peo- 
ple, this represents an outstanding treaty land entitlement and a valid basis 
for distinguishing the Ochapowace claim, unless Kahkewistahaw can establish 
that it has sufficient absentees and "late additions" to increase its 1881 enti- 
tlement population from the base paylist figure of 186 to a number 
exceeding 365. 

Conclusions Regarding Cowessess and Ochapowace 
In conclusion, based on the Limited evidence before us regarding the valida- 
tions of Cowessess and Ochapowace, we find it difficult to conclude that the 
circumstances of these bands are of any value as precedents to Kahkewis- 
tahaw. We do not agree that the First Nation's argument on this point has 
merit in any event. As we stated in the Kawacatoose report: 

We do not view the suggestion that Canada has gone beyond its lawful obligation in 
previous validations or senlements as creating new "high water marks" to which, as a 
minimum, all future validations and settlements must conform, failing which Canada 
is in breach of its iiducialy obligations to non-Entitlement Bands. The proper basis 
(or validation contemplated hy section 17.03 is the basis required by Treaty 4."' 

Although we are not prepared to make a finding on whether the vahda- 
tions of Cowessess and Ochapowace were properly determined, the real issue 
in any event is not whether other cases have been dltrerently decided, but 
whether Kahkewistahaw has a proper claim for outstanding treaty land enti- 
tlement under the terms of Treaty 4. We have concluded that it does not. 

113 Office of the Treary Commhsianer, 'Surveys of the ffihkewirtahas Reserve; March 29. 1994, pp, j-6 (ICC 
Exhibit 2).  

114 Indian Claims Cornmkrian, ffitc~caloose Firs1 Nalian Keporl on Treah, Lond E?ititie,nent inquiry (Onauz. 
March 19961, I W ,  repr. (1996) i ICCP 73 i t  217. 
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PART V 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Commission has been asked to inquire into and report on whether the 
Government of Canada properly rejected the specific claim submitted by the 
Kahkewistahaw First Nation. To determine whether the claim is valid, we have 
had to consider the following issues: 

1 What is the appropriate date for calculating Kahkewistahaw's treaty land 
entitlement? 

2 What is Kahkewistahaw's population for treaty land entitlement purposes? 

3 Has the First Nation established, pursuant to Article 17 of the Saskatche- 
wan Treaty Land Entitlement Framework Agreement, an outstanding treaty 
land entitlement on the same or substantially the same basis as the Entitle- 
ment Bands, which are party to the Framework Agreement? 

Our findings are stated briefly below. 

Issue 1: Date for Calculating Treaty Land Entitlement 
As a general principle, a band's population on the date of first survey shall be 
used to calculate treaty land entitlement rather than its population on the 
date of selection of reserve land. In the case of Kahkewistahaw, the substan- 
tial changes made by Nelson in 1881 to the survey work by Patrick and 
Johnson in 1880 constituted "a new survey of a new reserve," and not "just a 
change in the boundaries of a reserve essentially in the same location." These 
changes arose out of Kahkewistahaw's desire to include adjoining agricul- 
turd land, river frontage, and timber land in its reserve. Therefore, the date 
of first survey was the August 20, 1881, date of Nelson's survey, which was 
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conducted in accordance with treaty and accepted by both Canada and the 
First Nation. 

Issue 2: Kahkewistahaw's Treaty land Entitlement Population 
The paylist that provides the most reliable evidence of a band's population at 
date of first survey is the paylist closest in time to the date of first survey, at 
w k h  time the band's treaty land is set aside for the band's use and benefit. 
Nevertheless, the treaty paylist is simply a startingpoint in determining the 
band's population for treaty land entitlement purposes, since the paylist must 
be analysed to establish the band's act& membership as opposed to indi- 
viduals who were simply counted with the hand in a given year. The most 
reliable objective evidence of Kahkewistahaw's population as of the August 
20, 1881, date of first survey - and thus the appropriate "base paylist" -was 
the August 4, 1881, paylist, subject to appropriate adjustments being made 
for absentees and "late additions," such as new adherents to treaty and trans- 
ferees from landless bands. Using the 1881 base paylist as the starting point, 
the evidence shows that Kahkewistahaw had a population of 186, together 
with 70 absentees and arrears, at the date of first survey. However, all the 
paylist research was predicated on an 1880 date of first survey, so we do not 
have any reliable figures on the number of "late additions" to add to this 
preliminary total of 256. For its claim to be validated, the First Nation must 
demonstrate that more than 109 absentees, new adherents, or landless tnns- 
fers - including individuals who may have been counted with Nekaneet at 
Fort Wakh in 1881 - subsequently joined or rejoined Kahkewistahaw. The 
Commission believes that this result is fair because the evidence shows that 
Canada's ofGcials conferred with Chief Kahkewistahaw and acted in good faith 
to provide a land base in accordance with treaty, having suficient river front- 
age, timber, and agricultural land for the First Nation's future needs. 

Issue 3: Saskatchewan Framework Agreement 
The only basis upon which a band can establish an outstanding treaty land 
entidement claim is in accordance with the legal obligations that flow from 
treaty. Section 17.03 of the Framework Agreement does not provide 
Kahkewistahaw with an independent basis for validation of its treaty land enti- 
tlement claim. It merely provides non-Entitlement Bands whose claims are 
subsequently vahdated by Canada with the opportunity to settle their claims in 
accordance with the Framework Agreement's principles of settlement. We 
find that Kahkewistahaw has not established an outstanding entitlement in 
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accordance with treaty, and therefore section 17.03 creates no obligation 
upon Canada or Saskatchewan to enter into a settlement with the First Nation 
in accordance with the Framework Agreement. Moreover, the circumstances 
of Cowessess and Ochapowace are distinguishable and do not afford 
Kahkewistahaw the basis for a claim to an outstanding treaty land entitlement. 

Having found that the Kahkewistahaw First Nation has failed to establish that 
the Government of Canada owes an outstanding lawful obligation to provide 
land to the First Nation under treaty, under the principles enunciated by the 
Commission in the Fort McKay, Kawacatoose, and Lac La Ronge inquiries, or 
under the terms of the Saskatchewan Treaty Land Entitlement Framework 
Agreement, we therefore recommend: 

That the claim of the Kahkewistahaw First Nation with respect to 
outstanding treaty land entitlement not be accepted for negotiation 
under Canada's Specitic Claims Policy. 

FOR THE INDIAN CWMS COMMISSION 

P.E. James Prentice, QC 
Commission Co-Chair 

Carole T. Corcoran 
Commissioner 



APPENDIX A 

KANKEWISTAHAW FIRST NATION TREATY L4ND ENTITLEMENT 
INQUIRY 

1 Decision to conduct inquiry August 31, 1994 

2 Notices sent to parties September 2, 1994 

3 Planning conference February 1, 1995 

4 Community and expert sessions 

By agreement of the parties, a community session was not held in rela- 
tion to the present inquiry. However, on May 24 and 25, 1995, the panel 
held joint sessions in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, with representatives from 
the Kawacatoose and Ocean Man First Nations, hearing from the follow- 
ing witnesses: 

Kenneth Tyler, Counsel, Constitutional Law Branch, Manitoba Depart- 
ment of Justice 

David Knoll, Counsel, Federation of Saskatchewan Indian Nations 

Dr. Lloyd Barber, chief negotiator for Federation of Saskatchewan 
Indian Nations for the purpose of negotiating the Saskatchewan Frame- 
work Agreement 

James Gallo, Manager, Treaty Land Entitlement and Claims, Lands and 
Trusts Services, Department of Indian Affairs and Northern 
Development 

James Kerby, legal counsel to Canada for the purpose of negotiating 
the Saskatchewan Framework Agreement 

Panel of research experts from the Office of the Treaty Commissioner: 
Jayme Benson and Peggy Martin-Brizinski 
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5 Oral submissions Sashtoon February 22, 1996 

6 Content of formal record 

The formal record for the Kawacatoose First Nation Inquiry consists of 
the following materials: 

37 exhibits tendered during the Inquiry, including the documentary 
record (1 volume of documents with annotated index) 

Transcripts from expert sessions (2 volumes) 

Written submissions of counsel for Canada and the claimants 

- Transcripts of oral submissions (1 volume) 

Authorities 'and supplemental authorities submitted by counsel with 
their written submissions 

Correspondence among the parties and the Commission 

The report of the Commission and letters of transmittal to the parties will 
complete the formal record of this Inquiry. 




